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 ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

Passenger Exposures to Ultrafine Particles  

and In-cabin Air Quality Control 

 

by 

 

Eon Song Lee 

Doctor of Philosophy in Civil Engineering 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2013 

Professor Yifang Zhu, Co-Chair 

Professor Michael K. Stenstrom, Co-Chair 

 

 

 Ultrafine particles (UFPs, diameter   100nm) have been a significant health concern 

because of their adverse health effects. Since UFPs primarily origin from traffic emissions in 

urban environment, previous research efforts have dedicated to study UFPs in near-freeway and 

on-freeway environments. Despite improved understanding of UFPs in last two decades, UFPs in 

the in-cabin environment, whereby passenger exposures occur, has been largely overlooked.  

Although modern passenger vehicles are commonly equipped with cabin air filters, in-

cabin UFP reduction is low (i.e., 40-60%) in outdoor air (OA) mode and commuting exposure 
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alone can account for a significant level of total daily exposure (i.e., up to 45-50%). Although 

setting the ventilation system to recirculation (RC) mode can reduce in-cabin UFPs by 80-95%, 

carbon dioxide (CO2) from the exhaled breath of passengers can quickly accumulate in the 

passenger cabin. 

 In order to reduce passenger exposures to UFPs and CO2, this dissertation work 

investigated the in-cabin environment experimentally and quantitatively. From experimental 

measurements, this work quantified automotive envelope leakage and ventilation systems across 

a wide range of vehicle models / types from various manufacturers. The infiltration was found 

specific to location and also conditionally occurred as a result of two competing pressures: in-

cabin pressure and aerodynamic pressure on vehicle envelope. The aerodynamic pressure also 

changed as a function of driving speed. To extend the findings, this dissertation work developed 

a quantitative model to simulate in-cabin air quality and evaluated the effects of infiltration and 

passive ventilation in wide range of driving speed and ventilation conditions. Parametric analysis 

using the model elucidated the fractional significance of in-cabin UFP gain/loss mechanisms 

affected by driving speed. Finally, the dissertation work proposed a novel simultaneous control 

method and demonstrated in-cabin concentration reduction of 93% on average for UFPs in filed 

conditions while reducing CO2 level by a factor of 3-4. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Passenger Exposures to Ultrafine Particles 

Ultrafine particles (UFPs, diameter   100 nm) constitute a significant health concern 

due to their adverse health effects. Elevated ambient UFP concentrations are well known to cause 

pulmonary1-3 and cardiovascular diseases.4,5 Recently, an increasing number of findings have 

also reported that the adverse health effects of UFPs are not limited to the pulmonary and 

cardiovascular problems because UFPs can also damage other organs through inter-organ 

translocation.6-13 The cardiovascular system is considered a target to which UFPs can translocate 

from the lungs, as demonstrated in animal models6-8,11,12 and human subjects.9,10 Once inhaled, 

UFPs can penetrate the epithelium, enter the circulatory system, and deposit into other organs, 

including the brain.13 The small size and large surface area of UFPs enable them to penetrate cell 

walls and localize in mitochondria.14 Due to the numerous redox-active chemicals present in 

motor-vehicle-emitted UFPs, systemic inflammation can also occur.15,16 

UFPs originate primarily from traffic emissions in urban environments.17 Accordingly, 

UFP concentrations have been most significantly observed on the roadway where UFP 

concentration is usually an order of magnitude higher on the roadway than in the urban 
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background.18 The on-road UFP concentration typically ranges from 100,000 to 500,000 

particles/cm3 19-21 because motor-vehicle emissions usually constitute the most significant source 

of primary UFPs in urban areas.22,23 In results, the on-road concentration is much higher than the 

ambient background typically on the order of 5,000-50,000 particles/cm3. 

Modern vehicle models are mostly equipped with a cabin air filter24; however, its 

filtration is not effective for UFPs. Under outdoor air (OA) mode, automotive ventilation system 

supplies ambient air into the passenger cabin and strains airborne particles. However, even after 

the cabin air filtration, the UFP concentration still remains an order of magnitude higher in the 

passenger cabin than in the urban background.18 It is also important to note that the in-cabin UFP 

concentration can further increase in a confined environment such as a tunnel.25 Accordingly, 

studies have showed that the commuting exposure alone may account for up to 45-50 % of the 

total daily exposure to UFPs in spite of the short commuting time (1.3 h/day).20,26  
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1.2. Background and Motivation 

High level of passenger exposure occurs largely due to the followings: high air exchange 

rates (AERs),27,28 vehicle envelope leakage,29,30 and low filter efficiency.24,31 AER is defined as 

the number of air turn-over per time and often has a unit of 1/h. In automotive passenger cabin, 

air exchange occurs primarily through the ventilation system under OA mode but also through 

the vehicle envelope leakage (i.e., infiltration). Under recirculation (RC) mode, the infiltration 

becomes the primary air path whereby on-road pollutants can also penetrate. Therefore, the 

selection of ventilation setting determines the in-cabin air quality. 

Previous studies on automotive cabin air quality have focused on AERs. Most of these 

studies adopted the tracer gas decay method and found that the in-cabin AER differs by vehicle 

models, ventilation modes (i.e., the OA and RC modes), fan settings, and driving speeds.27,32,33 

The RC mode AER is also known as a function of the manufacturer origin, vehicle age, mileage, 

and driving speed.34 Saber et al.28 well summarized the reported in-cabin AERs in previous 

studies. 

Although AER is an important measure, it is limited to explain the UFP infiltration to the 

passenger cabin. First, AER is not specific to leakage locations whereas the infiltration is. 

Considering the aerodynamic effects on a moving vehicle envelope and the associated changes in 
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pressure fields, the infiltration can highly depend on the leakage location and envelope surface 

pressure changes on the vehicle envelope. Second, AER acquired from the widely-used tracer 

gas tests does not describe particle loss during infiltration processes. Although limited to lab-

scale idealized automotive leakage, Xu et al.35 demonstrated that the particle loss also changes 

with respect to the particle size, leakage geometry, and pressure difference. Therefore, the 

difficulties quantifying the UFP infiltration and automotive envelope leakage had been a major 

challenge to better understand the in-cabin air quality. 

The knowledge gaps in the automotive leakage and infiltration have also limited 

previous modeling studies. A few modeling studies have proposed a dimensionless in-cabin UFP 

model but often neglected infiltration terms36 or required challenging measurements for the 

infiltration air-flow rate.37 Because infiltration typically occurs through unknowingly distributed 

leakage in the vehicle envelope, direct instrumental measurements are not experimentally 

feasible for the infiltration air-flow rates. The aerodynamic surface pressure on the moving 

vehicle also increases substantially with driving speed38 and, as anticipated, changes the 

infiltration air-flow rate. To incorporate infiltration as a function of driving speed, an idealized 

leakage model39 has previously been utilized.35,40 However, application of this model is also 

limited because the required model inputs include difficult measurements of leakage geometry 

dimensions and infiltration air-flow rates as a function of driving speed. 
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It is possible to prevent the infiltration by maintaining an appropriate level of cabin 

pressurization; however, the manufacturer-installed cabin air filters demonstrated very low UFP 

filtration efficiency only at 40-60%.31 In this case, the passengers are still exposed to the 

unfiltered portion of UFPs even if the infiltration is successfully prevented by high in-cabin 

pressurization in OA mode. Although the RC mode of the automotive ventilation system can 

achieve the maximum protection (~85%) using the manufacturer-installed cabin air filters,20,36 

this setting causes passenger-exhaled CO2 to accumulate rapidly in the vehicle cabin. Therefore, 

the current automotive ventilation systems and cabin air filters cannot control both UFPs and 

CO2 simultaneously while preventing the infiltration of on-road UFPs. 
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1.3. Objectives 

The fundamental goal of this dissertation is to reduce passenger exposures to on-road 

pollutants. To achieve this goal, this study included the three major objectives. The first objective 

is to quantify UFP infiltration by evaluating the effects of driving speed and ventilation 

conditions. The second objective is to develop an in-cabin air quality model incorporating the 

infiltration and passive ventilation in order to examine dynamic changes of in-cabin air quality in 

a wide range of driving speed using the developed model. Finally, the last objective is to develop 

a simultaneous control strategy to reduce passenger exposures to UFPs and CO2. 

 

 

1.4. Organization of the Dissertation 

This dissertation contains five chapters. Chapter 1 summarizes the problems and 

motivations of this dissertation work leading to develop the three major objectives. In Chapter 2, 

this work experimentally evaluated in UFP infiltration in both stationary and mobile conditions 

and discusses dynamic behavior of UFP infiltration in terms of the ventilation modes, fan 

settings, driving speed, and vehicle types. In Chapter 3, from the experimental observations on 

UFP infiltration, this work quantitatively formulated an infiltration model and coupled it with a 

dimensionless pseudo-steady-state in-cabin UFP model. Then, using the developed model, the 
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work in this Chapter investigated the effects of driving speed and passive ventilation on UFP 

infiltration and evaluated the parametric significance of different particle gain/loss mechanisms, 

including active and passive OA ventilation, RC filtration, infiltration, and surface deposition. 

Chapter 4 investigated a novel / low-cost in-cabin air quality control method, which allows for 

simultaneous control of both UFPs and CO2 using high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) 

filtration in outdoor air (OA) mode. From the field measurements in a wide range of vehicle 

models of different vehicle types from several automobile manufacturers, this dissertation work 

compared different levels of in-cabin exposure reductions under three driving conditions (i.e., 

stationary, local roadway, and freeway) with four different filter types: no filter, in-use original 

equipment manufacturer (OEM), and two types of HEPA filters. Finally, Chapter 5 provides the 

overall summary and conclusion of this dissertation work. 
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2. IN-CABIN ULTRAFINE PARTICLE INFILTRATION 

 

2.1. Abstract 

Previous studies have reported ultrafine particle (UFP) infiltration to the in-cabin 

microenvironment; however, no systematic measurements have been conducted showing where 

and under what conditions the infiltration occurs. Guided by the principle of the leakage function 

from building environments, this study examined the leakage and UFP infiltration in 11 

passenger vehicle models. We found the outdoor air (OA) mode air exchange rate (AER) is 

linearly proportional to the equivalent leakage area (ELA). UFP infiltration highly depends on 

the ventilation conditions and the aerodynamic differential pressure changes on a moving vehicle 

envelope. The leakage around the side doors usually has no UFP infiltration because of cabin 

pressurization under OA mode. Under RC mode, aerodynamic effects on the moving vehicle 

surface make the surface pressure on the side doors relatively lower than the cabin pressure. UFP 

infiltration mainly occurs through rear trunk gaps because moving vehicles create positive 

pressure on the surface of the rear trunk gaps while the in-cabin pressure is neutral. As driving 

speed increases, the pressure difference becomes highly negative (i.e., no infiltration) on the side 

doors but highly positive (i.e., more infiltration) on the rear trunk. These data provide the first 
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experimental evidence that UFP infiltration is a function of ventilation conditions and 

aerodynamic changes around the vehicle envelope. 

 

2.2. Introduction 

Ultrafine particle (UFP) concentration is usually an order of magnitude higher on the 

roadway than in the urban background.1 The in-cabin UFP concentration substantially increases 

in a confined environment such as a tunnel.2 Depending on the proximity to vehicle emissions on 

the roadway, passengers often experience high UFP concentrations in the automotive cabin 

because of high air exchange rates3, the leakage of the vehicle envelope4,5, and the low cabin air 

filter efficiency.6 Studies have showed that the commuting exposure alone may account for up to 

45 - 50 % of the total daily exposure to UFPs.7,8 

Previous studies on automotive cabin air quality have focused on the air exchange rate 

(AER). Most of these studies adopted the tracer gas decay method and found that the in-cabin 

AER differs by vehicle models, ventilation modes (i.e., the outdoor air (OA) and recirculation 

(RC) modes), fan settings, and driving speeds.9-11 The RC mode AER is also known as a function 

of the manufacturer origin, vehicle age, mileage, and driving speed.12 Saber et al.13 summarized 

the reported in-cabin AERs in previous studies. 
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Although AER is an important parameter that accounts for all routes of air exchange, 

AER by itself is not appropriate to explain the UFP infiltration to the passenger cabin. First, AER 

is not specific to leakage locations while the infiltration is. Considering the aerodynamic effects 

on a moving vehicle envelope and the associated changes in pressure fields, infiltration can 

highly depend on the leakage location and envelope surface pressure changes on the vehicle 

envelope. Second, AER from the tracer gas tests does not describe particle loss during infiltration 

processes. Although limited to lab-scale idealized automotive leakage, Xu et al.14 found that the 

particle loss also changes with respect to the particle size, leakage geometry, and pressure 

difference.  

This study adopted the principle of the leakage function from building environments to 

address UFP infiltration into the vehicle cabin. From the measurements of supplied air-flow rate 

(Qvent) and the associated changes in differential pressure (dP), the leakage function (see Eq. 

(2.2)) describes the envelope leakage in a power-law correlation with two parameters: the flow 

coefficient (Cf) and the pressure exponent (n).15,16 Leakage characterization using this method is 

also advantageous to determine an equivalent leakage area (ELA) for complex leakage openings 

(i.e., geometry). Automotive envelope leakage has also been explained with the same principle.17  

When a vehicle has a high driving speed, the aerodynamic pressure field will change on 

the vehicle envelope, which further impacts the leakage on the vehicle envelope. For instance, 
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one common observation in automotive aerodynamic studies is that the driving-induced 

aerodynamic changes generate a low pressure field on the side surface but a high pressure field 

on the rear surface of the moving vehicle.18 The magnitude of the surface pressure could also 

change drastically as the driving speed increases, and it is specific to the location on the 

automotive envelope. In addition, the leakage flow rate could also change substantially due to 

cabin pressurization under mechanical ventilation conditions (i.e., ventilation mode and fan 

setting). Therefore, it is important to take into account the ventilation modes, fan settings, driving 

speed, and vehicle shape when studying automotive envelope leakage to understand UFP 

infiltration to the passenger cabin.  

In this study, 11 different vehicles were tested to investigate UFP infiltration in both 

stationary and mobile conditions. The variability of the blower fan and the level of cabin 

pressurization were first examined. In stationary mode, we determined the automotive leakage 

functions and compared OA-mode AERs to ELA. The aerodynamic differential pressure changes 

were then investigated at four representative leakage locations on moving vehicles. The dynamic 

behavior of UFP infiltration in terms of the ventilation modes, fan settings, driving speed, and 

vehicle types is also discussed. 
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2.3.  Methods 

2.3.1. Vehicle Selections and Quartile Fan Settings 

The selected vehicles had age and mileage ranging from 1 to 12 years and 31,000 to 

261,000 km, respectively. The test vehicle models include four passenger vehicle types, 

representing four different shapes: five sedans, two hatchbacks, two SUVs, and two minivans. 

The total cabin volume size of the test vehicles ranges from 2.77 to 7.03 m3.19 These vehicles 

have a wide variety of fan setting scales ranging from a minimum of 1 - 4 to a maximum of 1 - 

12. To achieve comparable fan settings among tested vehicles, a quartile method was used. In 

both OA and RC modes, four evenly distributed fan settings (noted as Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4) were 

used with Q1 and Q4 representing the minimum and the maximum, respectively. The test vehicle 

specifications are tabulated in Table 2.1. The specified numbers in Q4 is equal to the total 

number of fan settings found in the vehicle models. The numbers in parentheses indicate the 

ventilation air flow rates (m3/hr) corresponding to each fan setting in OA mode. In addition, no 

mechanical ventilation condition (i.e. Qoff) was also tested.  
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Table 2.1 A summary of the test vehicle models and specifications 

Cabin Volume19 (m3) Quartile Fan Settings 
Leakage 

Parameters 

Manuf. Model Year 
Mileage 

(km) 

Vehicle 

Type 
Total Passenger Cargo Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Flow 

Coefficient 

(Cf) 

Pressure 

Exponent 

(n) 

Ford Focus 2012 51,000 Sedan 2.94 2.57 0.37 1 (110) 3 (160) 5 (288) 7 (335) 18.78 0.82 

Corolla* 2005 184,000 Sedan 2.94 2.56 0.39 1 (58) 2 (83) 3 (121) 4 (176) 23.39 0.62 

Matrix* 2005 141,000 Hatchback 2.85 2.52 0.33 1 (73) 2 (103) 3 (150) 4 (221) 19.71 0.73 

Scion tC* 2008 67,000 Hatchback 2.77 2.40 0.37 1 (84) 3 (138) 5 (221) 7 (298) 28.70 0.65 
Toyota 

Sienna 2011 68,000 Minivan 5.76 4.66 1.11 1 (112) 3 (229) 5 (341) 6 (463) 72.12 0.53 

Civic 2001 261,000 Sedan 2.86 2.49 0.37 1 (83) 4 (157) 7 (278) 9 (367) 21.21 0.76 

Accord* 2001 198,000 Sedan 3.28 2.72 0.45 1 (125) 5 (280) 9 (452) 12 (509) 23.38 0.85 Honda 

Odyssey* 2010 35,000 Minivan 7.03 5.94 1.09 1 (130) 3 (278) 5 (440) 7 (596) 31.40 0.75 

Mercedes GL450 2007 58,000 SUV 4.49 4.04 0.45 1 (80) 2 (102) 4 (186) 5 (315) 30.71 0.61 

BMW X3 2007 76,000 SUV 3.40 2.55 0.85 1 (109) 3 (169) 5 (269) 8 (479) 30.33 0.87 

VW Cc 2010 31,000 Sedan 3.10 2.73 0.37 1 (133) 2 (202) 3 (300) 4 (522) 6.63 1.00 

* indicates the five vehicle models used in the mobile measurements 

 

 

2.3.2. Instrumentation 

The primary parameters affecting automotive envelope leakage include the ventilation air 

flow rate and the differential pressure. The ventilation air flow rate was measured with a 

ventilation meter (Q-trak model 7565-X with model 960, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN) securely 

attached on the in-cabin air inlet diffuser. Two manometers (Model HD755, Extech Instruments 

Co., Nashua, NH) were used to measure the differential pressures between the cabin and the side 

door and between the cabin and the rear trunk gaps with an accuracy of ± 1 Pa. The 
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measurements were carried out concurrently at the pressure sampling locations: 2 and 4 as well 

as 1 and 3 as shown in Figure 2.1.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Graphical illustrations of the in-cabin air flow path 

Ventilation air flow path (arrow) in the (a) outdoor air (OA) mode and (b) recirculation (RC) 

mode. OA mode ventilation is an open-loop system starting from the outdoor air intake and 

ending at the exhaust through the side-doors and rear-trunk leakage. RC mode is a close-loop 

system that utilizes the same cabin air. The total cabin volume is illustrated in dotted lines. The 

circled numbers symbolize the four manometer sensor locations. The differential pressure 

measurements were named after the number symbols as followed: dP1, dP2, dP3, and dP4. 

 

Three sets of condensation particle counters (CPCs) measured UFP number 

concentrations concurrently at three locations: in the center of vehicle cabin (Cin-cabin), outside for 

ambient/on-roadway measurements (Con-road), and inside near the rear trunk gap (Ctrunk). A CPC 

(Model 3785, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN) monitored Cin-cabin, while another CPC (Model 3786, TSI 

Inc., St. Paul, MN) monitoring Con-road. The third CPC (Model 3007, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN) 

detected the UFP infiltration through the rear trunk leakage (i.e., Ctrunk). The CPC instruments 
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were collocated before and after field sampling for data quality assurance. Good correlations 

were observed among the three units.  For the mobile experiments, the driving speed and the 

coordinates were logged by a GPS unit (Model BT-Q1000XT, QStarz Co. Ltd., Taiwan). 

 

2.3.3. Stationary Measurements 

The existing heating/air conditioning blower fan was utilized to pressurize the cabin as 

opposed to installing a blower-door on a window as used by Fletcher et al.17. The blower fan 

provided needed cabin pressurization under the OA mode. It is pertinent to note that this 

approach avoids considering the ventilation system as a potential leakage area. Although the 

penetration of air pollutants could occur through the ventilation systems, it is usually intended 

and controlled by choosing the ventilation settings. Thus, it is not considered as leakage or 

infiltration in this study; instead, it was regarded as passive ventilation.9 In the pressurized cabin, 

the vehicle envelope leakage was identified at the gaps on the side doors and rear trunk using 

stannic chloride (SnCl4) smoke tubes (model 9500, Nextteq LLC., Tampa, FL) in the pressurized 

cabin. 

Under stationary condition, the mechanical ventilation flow was only allowed through a 

single open diffuser by closing and sealing the other inlet diffusers. In different fan settings, the 
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inlet air flow rates were estimated from the measurements of the diffuser area and air-flow 

velocity at the center of the diffuser. At the same time, the associated pressure differences 

between the in-cabin and the ambient were measured. The cabin pressure was uniform at various 

locations in the passenger cabin and the ambient pressure does not change considerably during 

the measurement period. The pressure differences across different vehicle models were due to 

different blower fan-capacity for individual vehicle. The measurements were repeated for all test 

vehicles under 10 possible combinations of the ventilation modes (i.e., OA and RC) and the 

quartile fan settings (i.e., Qoff, Q1, Q2, Q3, and Q4). All windows were closed during the 

measurements. 
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2.3.4. Mobile Measurements 

To elucidate the aerodynamic effects, the ventilation air flow rates were monitored by 

the ventilation meter while the GPS tracking experimental conditions including the driving speed 

(e.g., driving speed, direction, coordinate, and elevation). The differential pressure measurements 

were conducted on both freeways and local roadways. The differential pressure changes on the 

vehicle envelope were monitored at four locations: three around the side door and one in the 

lateral center of the rear trunk gap (see Figure 2.1 for more detail). Each manometer measured 

the differential pressure (dPi) in this study, as followed:  

i in cabin idP P P       (2.1) 

where dPi is the differential pressure between the in-cabin and the sampling location i (Pa), Pin-

cabin is the pressure at the center of the passenger cabin (Pa), Pi is the pressure at the sampling 

location i (Pa), and i is the pressure sampling location on potential leakage area (i.e., door / trunk 

gaps) as indicated in Figure 2.1 (i.e., i = 1, 2, 3, and 4). Prior to the measurements, the potential 

leakage area was identified at the gaps of side-doors and rear-trunk using stannic chloride 

(SnCl4) smoke tubes (model 9500, Nextteq LLC., Tampa, FL).  

A positive differential pressure (dPi > 0) indicates cabin pressurization (i.e., Pin-cabin > Pi) 

thereby ex-filtration, whereas a negative value (dPi < 0) represents infiltration due to Pi > Pin-cabin. 
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The dPi was found near zero for any given i in the stationary RC condition (see Figure 2.2d for 

more detail). Thus, when a vehicle driven in RC mode, the positive dPi stems from an 

aerodynamic effects making Pi smaller than Pin-cabin. Under the same condition, negative 

differential pressure (dPi < 0) may oppositely result from Pi > Pin-cabin. Although the aerodynamic 

studies identified a negative pressure field behind a moving object or leeward of a building,15 it 

is important to note that the pressure distributions on object surfaces whereby infiltration occurs 

can be different.18  

The on-road experiments were conducted under four extreme ventilation settings: OA-

Qoff, OA-Q4, RC-Qoff, and RC-Q4. The measurements were repeated three times on the same 

route for each vehicle type and ventilation settings. All measurement data were collected with a 

1-second sampling interval for all instruments to capture rapidly changing of UFP concentrations 

in-cabin and on-road.  
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2.3.5. Analytical 

The concept of a power-law leakage function15,16 in building environment studies was 

adopted to investigate automotive envelope leakage in this study (Eq. (2.2)). 

n
vent fQ C dP          (2.2) 

where Qvent is the ventilation air flow rate (m3/hr), Cf is the flow coefficient (m3/s Pan), dP is the 

differential pressure (Pa), and n is the pressure exponent. The power-law correlation between air-

flow rate and pressure difference has its fundamental basis in the Bernoulli’s equation. In case of 

an orifice flow, n is equal to 0.5 and Cf becomes a function of fluid density (ρ) and cross-

sectional area (A) of the flow (i.e., Cf = A(2/ ρ)0.5). However, when this concept is applied to 

building envelope leakage, the value of n can vary from 0.55 to 0.75 because of complexity of 

leakage geometry and the value of 0.65 is typically assumed for building cracks.15 Based on the 

measurements of Qvent and dP at a wide range of fan settings, two-parameter power-law 

regression analyses provided semi-empirical estimates of a flow coefficient (Cf) and a pressure 

exponent (n) for each vehicle model (discussed more detail in Figure 2.3). 

Given the values of Cf and n, the equivalent leakage area (ELA)15,20 was estimated at a 

dPref of either 20 or 50 Pa. The 20 Pa was used because it was achieved in all 11 vehicle models 

regardless of blower fan capacities (discussed later in Variability in the mechanical ventilation 
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system in stationary condition). The 50 Pa was also used for comparison since it is the commonly 

used reference pressure in building environment studies.15 It is important to note that the ELA is 

not equal to the actual leakage area because it changes slightly as a function of the reference 

pressure. However, the use of ELA is advantageous because it allows a reasonable comparison of 

the envelope leakage area among different vehicle models at the same reference pressure. 

Equation 3 describes the ELA calculation: 

1/2
7 1/23.6 10

2
f nair

ref
d

C
ELA dP

C

       
 

    (2.3) 

where ELA is the equivalent leakage area (ELA) at a reference pressure (cm2), Cf is the flow 

coefficient (m3/s Pan) same as shown in Eq. (2.2), Cd is the discharge coefficient (= 1.0 kg1/2/m1/2 

hr Pa)15,20, ρair is the density of air (kg/m3), and dPref is the reference differential pressure (Pa). 
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2.4. Results and Discussion 

2.4.1. Variability in the Mechanical Ventilation Systems 

Figure 2.2 presents the mechanical ventilation flow rates and the associated differential 

pressures for the 11 test vehicle models in stationary OA and RC conditions. The maximum 

mechanical ventilation flow rates (i.e., Q4) ranged from 200 to 600 m3/hr (Figures 2.2a and c), 

indicating that the blower fan capacities vary substantially across different vehicle models. The 

ventilation mode (i.e., OA or RC) created distinctive differences in both ventilation air flow rate 

and differential pressure. In general, the mechanical ventilation flow rates were 13% higher on 

average (± 13% depending on vehicle models) under the RC mode (Figure 2.2c) than under the 

OA mode (Figure 2.2a). This is likely because the RC mode air flow cycle does not experience 

the same pressure drop at the OA intake manifold. 
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Figure 2.2 Variability of mechanical ventilation air-flow rates and the associated differential 

pressures across different vehicle models 

Mechanical ventilation air-flow rates (Qvent, panels a, c) and the associated differential pressures 

(dP, panels b, d) in the stationary condition are plotted for the OA (on the top) and RC (on the 

bottom) modes. The different shades indicate the different fan settings (i.e., Q1 through Q4). The 

x-axis shows the 11 test vehicle models ordered according to the manufacturers (i.e., Ford, 

Toyota, Honda, Mercedes-Benz, BMW, and Volkswagen) and the origin countries: U.S., Japan, 

and Germany. 
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Figure 2.2b shows the cabin pressurization under OA mode. The cabin pressurization 

reached up to 80 Pa during stationary mode measurements. Although it is clear that the 

differential pressure is a function of the ventilation inlet air flow rates, its variability across the 

different vehicle models was quite high under the same quartile fan settings. However, under the 

RC mode (i.e., closed air damper) of any fan setting, the differential pressure remained near zero 

(Figure 2.2d) within ± 3 Pa across the tested vehicle models. This indicates nearly 100% 

recirculation of the cabin air; otherwise, the RC mode would have resulted in a certain level of 

cabin pressurization despite the fan settings or the test vehicle models. 

 

2.4.2. Leakage Function and Equivalent Leakage Area 

Figure 2.3 presents the leakage functions characterized by the two parameters: the flow 

coefficient (Cf) and the pressure exponent (n). A regression of all 11 test vehicle models resulted 

Cf and n values of 38.14 and 0.62, respectively. Since the leakage geometry determines the 

leakage functions, different vehicle models presented a range of leakage function parameters 

from 6.63 to 72.12 for Cf and from 0.53 to 1.00 for n.  
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Figure 2.3 Automotive envelope leakage functions derived from the measurements of ventilation 

inlet air flow rate and corresponding differential pressure 

The measurements of ventilation inlet air flow rate (Qvent) and corresponding differential pressure 

(dP) are plotted. The different symbols represent the observations from the 11 test vehicle models, 

and the color schemes indicate the different origin countries and manufacturers: U.S. (black), 

Japan Toyota (white), and Japan Honda (gray). The German vehicle models are marked with line 

symbols (e.g., cross). Regression result of the measurements is given in solid line and the upper / 

lower limits are presented in dash lines. 

 

From the power-law correlation, Equation 4 formulated the OA AER with differential 

pressure (dP) assuming well mixed in-cabin conditions under OA mode.9,21 This is a reasonable 

assumption because of small cabin volume (Vcabin) size and high ventilation air flow rate (Qvent). 

The OA AER calculation involves inlet air flow rate (i.e., Qvent in Eq. (2.2)) which can be 
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estimated at any given dP with the vehicle-specific leakage function parameters (i.e., Cf and n). 

The OA AER can thus be calculated in the following form: 

 = =
n

fvent

cabin cabin

C dPQ
OA AER

V V


    (2.4) 

where OA AER is the OA mode air exchange rate (hr-1) and Vcabin is the cabin volume (m3). It 

should be noted that the dP in Eq. (2.4) is the differential pressure caused by the mechanically 

supplied air flow rate (Qvent); thus, it is independent from the reference pressure difference (dPref) 

in the Eq. (2.3). 

With the OA AER, this study compared the increase of the OA AER with respect to the 

envelope leakage area (i.e., ELA) for different vehicle types (i.e., hatchback, sedan, SUV, and 

minivan) of various vehicle models from different manufacturers. The ELA was estimated at the 

reference pressure differences of 20 and 50 Pa using Eq. (2.3). Different cabin pressurization (20 

Pa or 50 Pa) provided different Qvent and demonstrated the changes in OA AER with respect to 

ELA (Figure 2.4). It shows that the OA AER linearly increases when leakage area (i.e., ELA) 

becomes large. It is important to note that higher inlet air flow rate (Qvent) is required to achieve 

the same level of cabin pressurization for a leakier vehicle. However, higher cabin pressure in 

Figure 2.4 does not always mean proportionally higher OA AER and that was taken into account 

in Qvent by applying vehicle-specific Cf and n in Eq. (2.4). 
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Figure 2.4 Linear correlations of outdoor air mode air exchange rates and equivalent leakage 

areas 

For the different levels of cabin pressurization (dP) of (a) 20 Pa and (b) 50 Pa, the OA mode air 

exchange rates (OA AERs)are compared to the Equivalent Leakage Areas (ELAs) at 20 Pa. The 

linear relationship between the OA AER and the ELA is presented for hatchback/sedan (solid 

line), SUV (medium-dash line), and minivan (short-dash line). 

 

Nonetheless, the rate of OA AER changes was specific to the vehicle type because SUV 

and minivan have Vcabin larger than hatchback and sedan. Assuming negligible temperature 

effects17, the following relationship can be determined based on mass conservation (i.e., Qin = 

Qout):  

 = leakage

cabin

v
OA AER ELA

V
        (2.5) 

where vleakage is the mean leakage air flow velocity (m/hr). Equation 5 quantitatively verifies the 

linear correlation observed in Figure 2.4. In Figure 2.4a, the slope of the linear regression (i.e., = 
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vleakage/Vcabin) decreased from 0.69 to 0.33 because the Vcabin is larger for minivan than hatchback 

or sedan and the regression line for SUV lies in between the two (vleakage/Vcabin = 0.58). The 

increased cabin pressure in Figure 2.4b resulted higher vleakage/Vcabin for all vehicle types. A 

greater cabin pressurization, 50 Pa, for the same vehicle type consequently resulted in overall 

higher OA AER because of the increased vleakage while maintaining the same linear correlation as 

shown in Figure 2.4a. Therefore, the OA AER is linearly proportional to the ELA and is affected 

by vehicle types, more specifically Vcabin, rather than the manufacturers or vehicle models. 

 Recently, Hudda et al.11 found a negatively proportional relationship between OA AER 

and cabin volume size (Vcabin); however, in this study we found the relationship was more 

complicated. As reported by Hudda et al.11, over a wide range of observed OA AER values, its 

magnitude was generally lower for the large-cabin (Vcabin above 4 m3) than the small-cabin 

(Vcabin below 4 m3) vehicle models. This occurs primarily because the blower fan capacity is not 

high enough to supply a sufficient level of air exchange for relatively large vehicles. However, 

we observed a positively proportional increase of OA AER as a function of Vcabin when Vcabin is 

either greater or less than 4 m3. Both small- and large-cabin vehicle models presented 

proportionally increasing OA AER as a function of cabin volume size. The OA AER increase 

was also positively greater at higher fan settings than at lower fan settings. Therefore, for either 

small or large vehicles, OA AER has a positive correlation with the size of Vcabin.  
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2.4.3. Aerodynamic Differential Pressure Changes on Moving Vehicles 

The pressure field on the surface of the vehicle envelope (Pi) changes considerably 

because of the aerodynamic changes at different driving speeds and vehicle shapes. Accordingly, 

the differential pressure (dPi) between the cabin and the leakage on the vehicle envelope vary not 

only by the leakage location but also by the driving speed and vehicle shape. Figure 2.5 presents 

differential pressure data collected under RC mode at four different leakage locations in two 

different vehicle types as a function of driving speed. The data were collected in five vehicle 

models and Figure 2.5 exhibits time-series measurements for a sedan (2008 Toyota Scion tC, 

Figure 2.5a) and a minivan (2010 Honda Odyssey, Figure 2.5b). The measurement data show 

distinguishable differences at different sampling locations, as illustrated in Figure 2.1. Under RC 

mode, air dampers are closed to prevent cabin pressure from increase. Therefore, the data in 

Figure 2.5 are not affected by the cabin pressure but only by the pressure field (i.e., Pi in Eq. 

(2.1)) changes on the vehicle envelope.  

In terms of UFP infiltration, the leakage at the side doors is not of great concern, but the 

leakage at the rear trunk is important. When a vehicle is driven at a high speed, the vehicle 

creates relatively low pressure field (i.e., Pin-cabin > Pi) on the side door thereby creates positive 

differential pressures in the cabin (dP1, dP2, and dP3 in Figure 2.5). Thus, the low surface 

pressure field at high speed prevents UFP infiltration through the leakage at the side doors 
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regardless of vehicle type. In contrast, the positive pressure field at the gap of the rear trunk 

creates a negative differential pressure shown as dP4 (i.e., dP4 < 0) in both vehicle types. It 

indicates that UFP infiltration occurs through the leakage route at rear trunk under the RC mode. 

The following section 2.4.4. UFP Infiltration under the Mobile Condition discusses more in 

detail with more experimental evidences of infiltrated UFPs. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Aerodynamic differential pressure changes as a function of the driving speed 

The differential pressure data at four different leakage locations (see Figure 2.1), three on the 

side door (i.e., dP1, dP2, and dP3) and one on the rear trunk (i.e., dP4), are plotted as a function of 

the driving speed. The data are presented with 1-second data for two distinctive vehicle types: (a) 

sedan (2008 Scion tC) and (b) minivan (2010 Honda Odyssey). The different schemes of 

symbols and colors indicate the differential pressure monitored at the four locations, and the 

regression data (lines) are also provided for each dataset. 

Furthermore, the infiltration could be more significant when the driving speed increases 
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because of the exponential increase in the negative differential pressure (dP4) regardless of 

vehicle shape. The two distinctive vehicle shapes (i.e., sedan and mini-van) had similar results in 

terms of the magnitude of increase in the differential pressure at the rear trunk (i.e., dP4 

approximately by 50 Pa) as a function of the driving speed. Therefore, when a vehicle is moving 

faster, the infiltration rate of UFPs through the leakage of the rear trunk is expected to increase as 

well, and consequently the passenger cabin environment becomes more vulnerable to on-road 

UFPs. 
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2.4.4. Ultrafine Particle Infiltration under the Mobile Condition 

Figure 2.6 provides the RC mode test results under mobile condition for a sedan (Figures 

2.6a, b, and c) and a mini-van (Figures 2.6d, e, and f). Figures 2.6a and 2.6d illustrate the driving 

speed in dark gray as a function of time during each test. The speed ranges from 0 to 120 km/hr. 

The three highest peaks of the driving speed refer to the maximum driving speed achieved on the 

freeway during the three repeated trips in a ventilation mode / fan setting combination (i.e., either 

RC-Qoff or RC-Q4). The remaining peaks with a lower magnitude represent the driving speed on 

local streets. While maintaining the RC mode during the testing, the fan was set to either Qoff or 

Q4 to simulate two extremely fan conditions. 

Figure 2.6b (sedan) and Figure 2.6e (mini-van) illustrate the differential pressure 

changes at the side door (solid red line, dP2) and at the rear trunk (dotted red line, dP4) and the 

ventilation flow rates (blue, Qvent) under the two ventilation mode / fan settings. The ventilation 

flow rates remained relatively constant at a certain flow rate depending on the fan settings 

because the RC mode (i.e., closed air damper) prevents passive ventilation through the 

ventilation systems. As mentioned in Figure 2.5, the differential pressures on the side door and 

rear trunk was affected by the driving speed and the changes of the negative differential pressure 

at the rear trunk leakage (dP4) also track the changes of driving speed. 
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Figure 2.6 Observation of ultrafine particle infiltration in recirculation mode 

In the RC mode, the driving speed (panels a, d) and the differential pressure and ventilation air 

flow rates (panels b, e) are plotted in time and compared between a sedan (2008 Toyota Scion tC 

on the left) and a minivan (2010 Honda Odyssey on the right). The bottom two panels (panels c, 

f) provide the corresponding particle number concentrations: on-road particle number 

concentration (Con-road) measurements (gray) and the ratio of measured concentrations at trunk 

and at the center of cabin (Ctrunk / Cin-cabin, red). All parameters are presented with 1-second data. 
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Figure 2.6c (sedan) and Figure 2.6f (mini-van) present the ratio of concentrations 

measured at the trunk gap and in-cabin (red, Ctrunk / Cin-cabin) in a time series in comparison with 

the concurrent measurements of the on-road ambient UFP concentrations (gray, Con-road). During 

the test, Ctrunk was highly fluctuating above Cin-cabin independent from the overall decay of Cin-cabin 

under RC mode. The oscillation of the Ctrunk / Cin-cabin ratio was induced by the Ctrunk. Since there 

was no emission source in the passenger cabin, the UFP infiltration through the rear trunk gap 

likely cause significant fluctuations of Ctrunk and Ctrunk / Cin-cabin ratio. When the Ctrunk / Cin-cabin 

ratio is greater than 1.0, it serves as an indicator of UFP infiltration  

The data collected under the RC-Qoff mode of the sedan (Figure 2.6c) and the RC-Q4 

mode of the mini-van (Figure 2.6f) provide experimental evidence of UFP infiltration. The peaks 

of the Ctrunk / Cin-cabin ratio in the RC-Qoff mode of the sedan (Figure 2.6c) and the RC-Q4 mode 

of the mini-van (Figure 2.6f) clearly demonstrated that the Ctrunk are 4- and 6-folds higher than 

Cin-cabin. The spikes in the Ctrunk / Cin-cabin ratio were typically observed when the following two 

criteria were met: (1) the differential pressure at the rear trunk (dP4) was highly negative and (2) 

the Con-road was significantly higher than Cin-cabin. For instance, in the case of RC-Q4 of the sedan 

and RC-Qoff of the minivan (Figures 2.6c and f), the magnitude of the Ctrunk / Cin-cabin ratio was 

not as high as the previous two cases (i.e., the RC-Qoff mode of the sedan and RC-Q4 of the 

minivan in Figures 2.6c and f) for two reasons. For RC-Q4 of the sedan (Figure 2.6c), the small 
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cabin volume resulted in a high in-cabin air turn-over leading to more filtration under the RC 

mode; therefore, the Ctrunk / Cin-cabin ratio remained low in magnitude for the RC-Q4 mode of the 

sedan. However, in the case of RC-Qoff mode of the mini-van (Figure 2.6f), the Ctrunk / Cin-cabin 

ratio remained low in magnitude simply because the Con-road was much lower than the Cin-cabin for 

most of the testing period. It is worth noting that under RC-Qoff, the Cin-cabin decreases mostly by 

air exchange via infiltration, which is much smaller than the air exchange using mechanical 

ventilation. For that reason, the Cin-cabin remained higher than the Con-road. 

Under OA mode, cabin pressurization can prevent UFP infiltration. In comparison to the 

RC mode, the OA mode data were also collected in a similar manner and presented in Figure 2.7. 

Under the OA mode, the Ctrunk / Cin-cabin ratio remained near 1.0 with minimal standard deviation 

(± 0.12) despite of aerodynamic differential pressure changes on the vehicle envelope. The only 

exception was the OA-Qoff of minivan in which the passive ventilation air flow rate could not 

achieve enough in-cabin pressure to compensate the surface pressure at the rear trunk (dP4). In 

result, the Ctrunk / Cin-cabin ratio reached up to 9. 
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Figure 2.7 Observation of ultrafine particle infiltration in outdoor air mode 

In the OA mode, the driving speed (panels a, d) and the differential pressure and ventilation air 

flow rates (panels b, e) are plotted in time and compared between a sedan (2008 Toyota Scion tC 

on the left) and a minivan (2010 Honda Odyssey on the right). The bottom two panels (panels c, 

f) provide the corresponding particle number concentrations: on-road particle number 

concentration (Con-road) measurements (gray) and the ratio of measured concentrations at trunk 

and at the center of cabin (Ctrunk / Cin-cabin, red). All parameters are presented with 1-second data. 
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In summary, the infiltration flow through the rear trunk leakage physically occurs when 

the negative differential pressure at the rear trunk (dP4) becomes large in magnitude. It also 

depends on the Con-road; that is, the Cin-cabin is significantly influenced when the Con-road is much 

higher than the Cin-cabin. Even with the high blower fan setting used in the RC-Q4 mode (i.e., 

highly repeated filtration) for the small-cabin volume sedan, the infiltrated UFPs were observed 

at the rear trunk leakage but at a reduced magnitude. From these observations, UFP infiltration is 

a dynamic process which depends on the surface pressure at the rear trunk leakage, in-cabin 

pressure, and the ambient concentration on the roadway. Properly maintained cabin 

pressurization can prevent the UFP infiltration into the passenger cabin. 
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3. IN-CABIN ULTRAFINE PARTICLE TRANSPORT 

 

3.1. Abstract 

Existing in-cabin ultrafine particle (UFP) dynamic models do not account for passive 

ventilation and infiltration through the vehicle envelope. This study developed passive 

ventilation and infiltration models and coupled them to a dimensionless pseudo-steady-state 

model. The model predictions were validated with literature data and with field measurements 

from 10 vehicle models. The proposed model can simulate in-cabin air quality over time under a 

wide range of driving speed and ventilation condition. It shows infiltration would only occur 

above a certain driving speed depending on in-cabin pressure and vehicle type. The model 

predicts that UFP in-cabin/on-road concentrations ratio (I/O) would increase substantially with 

respect to driving speed due to infiltration and passive ventilation. Application of higher fan 

settings in outdoor air (OA) mode (i.e., higher cabin pressurization) minimizes the effects of 

infiltration and passive ventilation. However, active OA (mechanical) ventilation leads to a 

higher air exchange which usually results in a higher I/O ratio.  A parametric analysis found the 

fractional impacts of different UFP gain/loss mechanisms on I/O ratios changed dynamically as a 

function of driving speed. 
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3.2. Introduction 

Ultrafine particles (UFPs, diameter < 100 nm) constitute a significant health concern due 

to their adverse health effects. Elevated ambient UFP concentrations have been associated with 

pulmonary1-3 and cardiovascular diseases.4,5 Because UFPs originate primarily from traffic 

emissions in urban environments,6 high UFP concentrations have been frequently observed on 

the roadway. In outdoor air (OA) mode, the UFP concentration is usually an order of magnitude 

higher in the passenger cabin even with a cabin air filter, than in the urban background.7 High 

levels of passenger exposure occur because of high air exchange rates (AERs),8,9 low filter 

efficiency,10,11 and vehicle envelope leakage.12,13 Despite a short commuting time of 1.3 h/day on 

average14, commuting exposure alone may contribute up to 45-50% of the total UFP daily 

exposure.15,16 

In order to quantify UFP transport in passenger cabins, previous modeling studies have 

proposed a dimensionless in-cabin UFP model. However, the previous models often neglected 

infiltration terms17 or required difficult measurements for the infiltration air-flow rate.18 Because 

infiltration typically occurs through unknowingly distributed leakage on the vehicle envelope, 

direct instrumental measurements are not experimentally feasible for the infiltration air-flow 

rates. The aerodynamic surface pressure on the moving vehicle substantially increases with 

driving speed19 and, as anticipated, changes the infiltration air-flow rate. To incorporate 
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infiltration as a function of driving speed, an idealized leakage model20 has been utilized.21,22 

However, application of this model is also limited because the required model inputs include 

difficult measurements of leakage geometry dimensions and infiltration air-flow rates as a 

function of driving speed.  

In addition, previous studies reported a linear increase in ventilation air-flow and/or air 

exchange with increasing speed due to passive ventilation;23-25 however, the passive ventilation 

has not been incorporated in the previous modeling approaches. Up to date, there is no in-cabin 

UFP model allowing for quantitative analysis including the effects of infiltration and passive 

ventilation. 

This study formulated semi-empirical models for infiltration and passive ventilation and 

incorporated them in a dimensionless pseudo-steady-state in-cabin UFP model. The proposed 

model allows for the dynamic simulation of in-cabin UFPs as a function of driving speed under 

any ventilation condition in time. Using the proposed model, this study elucidated the effects of 

infiltration and passive ventilation as a function of driving speed and discussed their overall 

impacts on the in-cabin air quality. This study further evaluated the parametric significance of 

different particle gain/loss mechanisms, including active and passive OA ventilation, 

recirculation (RC) filtration, infiltration, and surface deposition. 
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3.3. Methods 

3.3.1. In-cabin Ultrafine Particle Gain / Loss Mechanisms 

In-cabin UFP transport is governed largely by the following five mechanisms: (1) active 

OA ventilation, (2) passive OA ventilation, (3) RC filtration, (4) infiltration, and (5) surface 

deposition. Depending on ventilation conditions (i.e., the selection of OA/RC modes and fan 

settings), different mechanisms control in-cabin air quality. For example, under the stationary OA 

mode, in-cabin concentrations are determined by active OA ventilation, infiltration, and surface 

deposition. When the vehicle is moving under OA mode (i.e., mobile OA mode), passive OA 

ventilation in addition to active OA ventilation also increases the amount of air supply through 

the ventilation system while infiltration and surface deposition still occur. However, under RC 

mode, there is little passive ventilation if the mechanical air damper is closed and the same cabin 

air repeatedly circulates in the cabin. In this case, RC filtration consequently reduces the in-cabin 

UFP concentration while infiltration and surface deposition still exist. UFP uptake by passenger 

inhalation is negligible because the breathing rate is much smaller than the airflow rate of the 

vehicle.22  
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Figure 3.1 Graphical illustrations of the modeling domain and modeling parameters 

Graphical illustrations indicate the modeling parameters for UFPs and CO2 in the same modeling 

domain (Vcabin, dash-line) in the outdoor air (OA) mode (a, c) and the recirculation (RC) mode (b, 

d).  The arrows indicate air flow paths. 

 

3.3.2. Model Development 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the modeling parameters for particles and gas (i.e., UFPs and CO2) 

under different ventilation conditions. Upon the selection of UFPs/CO2 and OA/RC for the 

model, the model considers different modeling parameters affecting the in-cabin concentration 

(C) inside the passenger cabin volume (Vcabin). The active ventilation air-flow rate (QatvOA) is 

determined by fan settings for UFPs in OA mode under stationary conditions (see Figure 3.1a), 

and the passive ventilation air-flow rate (QpsvOA) is a linear function of driving speed (νdriving).
23-25 

The sum of the two air-flow rates (i.e., QatvOA + QpsvOA) supplies OA to the manufacture installed 
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cabin air filter whose efficiency (η = 40% in this study) ranges from 20 to 80%. 11,17 In the 

passenger cabin, particle loss occurs via a surface deposition mechanism described by the 

deposition rate (β = 8 h-1)26 until the cabin air is exhausted through the leakage around the 

vehicle envelope.  

Infiltration is modeled with the infiltration air-flow rate (Qinf). Infiltration is independent 

of the selection of OA/RC mode but is dependent on two competing pressures: cabin pressure 

and aerodynamic pressure changes on the vehicle surface (discussed in more detail below). For 

UFPs in RC mode, the RC-mode ventilation air-flow rate (QatvRC) replaces both QatvOA and 

QpsvOA. RC-mode ventilation only works as the UFP sink due to repeated filtration. The only UFP 

penetration route in this scenario is infiltration. The particle penetration loss partitioning 

coefficient (α = 0.6)21 is also applied to Qinf for UFP infiltration.  

Similar to the UFP model (Figure 3.1a and b), the CO2 model incorporates the same air-

flow rates (QatvOA and QpsvOA) in OA mode (Figure 3.1c) and Qinf in RC mode (Figure 3.1d). The 

parameter η disappears because the automotive filtration system does not allow for gas removal. 

Instead, the CO2 emission rate (E) from passenger exhalation is considered.  
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Table 3.1 A summary of the modeling equations for particle and gas under different ventilation 

modes 

 

 

 

3.3.3. Modeling Assumptions 

The dimensionless pseudo-steady-state modeling approach includes three assumptions: 

well-mixed conditions, no temperature effect, and no UFP phase change by coagulation, 

condensation, and evaporation. The well-mixed condition is valid in consideration of high 

ventilation air-flow rates (i.e., up to 600 m3/h) in a small cabin volume (approximately 3 m3 for a 

sedan and 7 m3 for a minivan). Experimental studies also support the well-mixed in-cabin 

condition from in-cabin UFP concentration measurements at widely distributed sampling 
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locations in the passenger cabin.25,27 The assumption of no temperature effect has also been 

demonstrated previously.23 For simplicity, no phase change is assumed for the UFPs, making the 

material balance applicable to the UFP number concentration. Air exchange rate is approximately 

12 and 13 orders of magnitude higher than thermal coagulation rate of typical in-cabin particles 

in RC and OA modes, respectively. However, the particle phase change can also occur by 

kinematic coagulation, condensation, and evaporation. This study evaluated the no phase change 

assumption later. Corresponding to the modeling schematics in Figure 3.1, Table 3.1 summarizes 

the modeling equations developed for this study and provides different equations for the OA/RC 

scenario with UFPs and CO2.  

 

3.3.4. Driving-speed-dependent Sub-models 

Two input parameters that change dynamically with respect to driving speed are 

infiltration air-flow rate (Qinf) and passive ventilation air-flow rate (QpsvOA). Because infiltration 

occurs when the cabin pressure (dPmech) is lower than the aerodynamic pressure (dPaero) on the 

moving vehicle surface, the differential pressure affecting infiltration (dPinf) is determined by the 

difference between the two competing pressures, dPmech and dPaero.  

As demonstrated in cabin pressurization tests of a previous study,19 ventilation air-flow 
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rate (Qvent) in OA mode becomes a power-law function with respect to differential pressure 

(dPmech) and it is given as followed: 

n
vent f mechQ C dP          (3.1) 

where Cf is the leakage flow coefficient, n is the pressure exponent. Cf and n are vehicle model-

specific properties describing envelope leakage characteristics. The values can be obtained from 

the power-law regression with the measurements of Qvent and dPmech in stationary condition (i.e., 

cabin pressurization test).19,23 Table 3.2 summarized Cf and n.  

When a vehicle is moving, dPmech increases because of OA ventilation air-flow rate 

(QatvOA) and passive ventilation air-flow rate (QpsvOA). Thus, the following equation describes the 

level of cabin pressurization (i.e., dPmech) in driving conditions. 

1 ln atvOA psvOA
n

f

Q Q

C

mechdP e

 
  
       (3.2) 

Independent from dPmech, the aerodynamic pressure (dPaero) on the vehicle surface can 

also take place during driving. The dPaero were previously derived from the regression of the 

differential pressure measurements.19 The aerodynamic differential pressure (dPaero) is given as a 

function of driving speed (νdriving) as followed: 

drivingb v

aero pdP C a e         (3.3) 

where Cp is the infiltration pressure distribution coefficient. The magnitude of the exponential 

increase in dPaero is slightly different depending on the aerodynamic design or shape of the 
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vehicle. The two coefficients (i.e., a and b) in the dPaero term of Eq. (3.3) accordingly become 

0.51 and 0.04 for a sedan and 4.44 and 0.02 for a minivan.19  

Infiltration occurs when dPaero is greater than dPmech. Therefore, dPinf can take the 

following form: 

1 ln

inf
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    (3.4) 

Previous studies have found that AER due to passive ventilation (AERpsvOA) is a linear 

function of νdriving given as followed:23,25 

psvOA psv drivingAER C v       (3.5) 

where Cpsv is the passive ventilation coefficient. Cpsv was found to be 0.21 from the 

measurements on five vehicle models, which were different from the 10 vehicle models used for 

model validation. This coefficient is in good agreement with previous studies (see Figure 3.2). 

Whereas dPaero is always present under driving conditions, the OA-mode dPmech remains positive 

due to cabin pressurization by QatvOA and QpsvOA. Thus, in OA mode, the two competing 

pressures (i.e., dPaero and dPmech) depend on changes in the driving speed of a moving vehicle. In 

RC mode, dPmech is equal to zero regardless of νdriving because RC mode ventilation does not 

pressurize the passenger cabin.19 Thus, only dPaero determines the differential pressure affecting 

infiltration (dPinf) in RC mode. 
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Figure 3.2 Linear function of passive ventilation air exchange rates with respect to driving speed 

The passive ventilation air exchange rates (AERpsv) at a wide range of driving speed (Vdriving) are 

plotted for this study and compared to the previous findings in Fletcher and Saundar (1994) and 

Ott et al. (2008). In comparison to the previous studies, the AERpsv in this study excluded the 

effects of infiltration so the AER is slightly lower in magnitude. 

 

 With the use of dPinf, Qinf is expressed as follows: 

inf inf
n

rev fQ C C dP        (3.6) 

where Crev is the reverse leakage flow correction factor (Crev = 0.65) adopted from a previous 

study.23 The Crev accounts for the differences between infiltration and exfiltration. The Cf and n 

are the parameters resulting from cabin pressurization consequently leading to exfiltration. 

Infiltration flow occurs in the reverse direction and experiences higher magnitude of resistance 
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thereby allowing approximately 65% of exfiltration flow rate.23 Accordingly, the relationship 

must be corrected with Crev because the infiltration flow occurs in the reverse direction. 

 

3.3.5. Model Calibration 

The proposed model was calibrated via Cp of Eq. (3.3) from the CO2 measurements in RC 

mode. Since Cp determines infiltration air-flow rate, it is desirable to calibrate the model with Cp 

in RC mode when air exchange only occurs by infiltration air-flow. Under mobile RC conditions, 

infiltration occurs only due to the changes in dPaero because there is no cabin pressurization by 

dPmech. Instead of using UFPs for calibration, the use of CO2 minimizes the uncertainty that 

might arise from the assumption of no phase change for UFPs. 

The Eq. (3.3) was derived from the continuous measurement of dPaero changes on the 

lateral-center of the rear trunk gap,19 where infiltration is most significant.28 Accordingly, the 

overall aerodynamic pressure affecting dPinf is lower than the measurements but the 

measurements of aerodynamic pressures are not feasible across the widely spread rear-trunk 

leakage. Thus, Cp is not a measureable parameter. After comparing the simulation results with the 

CO2 measurement data in RC mode, the optimal Cp was determined to be 0.33 and 0.23 for a 

sedan and a minivan, respectively. Finally, the calibrated model with the optimal Cp was 

validated with in situ measurement data collected in 10 different vehicle models. 
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Table 3.2 A summary of the test vehicle models and specifications 

Category ID Model Year
Mileage 

(km)

Cabin 

Volume 

(m3) 

Flow  

Coefficient 

(Cf) 

Pressure 

Exponent 

(n) 

Hatchback 1 Toyota Prius 2012 9102 3.88 46.83 0.81 

2 Ford Focus 2012 51347 2.94 18.78 0.82 

3 Honda Accord 2011 51194 3.83 69.39 0.49 

4 Hyundai Sonata 2013 21712 3.41 40.58 0.69 

5 Nissan Sentra 2012 30398 3.50 6.73 0.82 

6 Toyota Camry 2012 1931 3.78 61.49 0.48 

Sedan 

7 VW Jetta 2012 14917 3.55 29.77 0.75 

8 Ford Explorer 2013 16510 4.89 17.66 0.89 
SUV 

9 Toyota Highlander 2012 10611 4.43 60.09 0.56 

Minivan 10 Toyota Sienna 2011 74174 5.76 72.12 0.53 

 

3.3.6. Validation Data Collection 

The proposed model was validated with the experimental measurement data acquired 

from testing 10 different vehicle models (see Table 3.2). Under stationary conditions, a cabin 

pressurization test was conducted to estimate the vehicle leakage properties (Cf and n) from the 

measurements of mechanical ventilation inlet air-flow rates in OA mode (i.e., QatvOA) with a 

ventilation meter (Q-Trak model 7565-X with model 960, TSI, Inc., St. Paul, MN). The 

associated differential pressure was measured with a manometer (Model HD755, Extech 

Instruments Co., Nashua, NH). The cabin pressurization test is described in more detail 

elsewhere.29-31 Two condensation particle counters (CPCs) measured UFP number concentrations 

concurrently at two locations: in the center of the vehicle cabin (Cin) and outside for ambient/on-
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road measurements (Cout). One of the CPCs (Model 3785, TSI, Inc., St. Paul, MN) monitored Cin 

while the other (Model 3786, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN) monitored Cout. The CPC instruments were 

collocated before and after field sampling for data quality assurance. The driving speed and 

coordinates were logged by a GPS unit (Model BT-Q1000XT, QStarz, Co. Ltd., Taiwan). 

Throughout the measurements and across vehicle models, the fan was set to the medium fan 

settings at which the numeric air-flow rate was measured for the model input. 

Consequently, the proposed model takes the following input parameters: νdriving, Cout as a 

function of time (t), and the initial Cin at t = 0. With vehicle model-specific leakage parameter 

data Cf and n from a cabin pressurization test, the model outputs Cin predictions with respect to 

both time and driving speed for any vehicle model at any ventilation condition. 
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3.4. Results and Discussion 

3.4.1. Model Validation 

Figure 3.3 illustrates the comparisons between the model predictions and experimental 

measurement data from the 10 vehicle models representing a wide range of vehicle variations 

(i.e., model, age, type, and manufacturer). Model validation was also conducted at driving speeds 

ranging from 0 to 130 km/h. As shown in Figure 2a, the predicted in-cabin UFP model matches 

the experimental data well. The R2 of 0.78 (for UFPs) and 0.83 (for CO2) suggests high 

reliability for the model predictions of in-cabin concentrations.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.3 Empirical validation results of the proposed model for UFPs and CO2 
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Figure 3.4 presents a sensitivity analysis for both UFPs and CO2 at different 

concentrations. The model bias remains near zero for CO2 at a wide range of concentrations in 

Figure 3b, suggesting the model is well calibrated for CO2 and provides accurate air exchange 

estimates for the passenger cabin. However, the UFP model bias increases as particle number 

concentration increases in Figure 3.4a. This is presumably due to particle phase change 

mechanisms other than thermal coagulation such as kinematic coagulation, condensation and 

evaporation. Note that a high particle number concentration often constitutes a large fraction of 

nucleation mode particles subjected to a significant level of phase change. In addition, the UFP 

model bias can also increase at higher concentration because the surface deposition rate (β) is 

constant (i.e., 8 hr-1) in this study. Although the median value of surface deposition rate was 

taken from Gong et al.26, in-cabin UFP surface deposition can take place at different rate as a 

function of particle size, in-cabin surface area and material. 
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Figure 3.4 Concentration sensitivity of the proposed model for UFPs and CO2 

Histogram shows the frequency distributions of the in-cabin concentration observations. The 

proposed model bias (dot with error bars) are provided across the observed range of in-cabin 

concentrations for (a) UFPs and (b) CO2. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 3.5 Model bias weighted by frequency distributions of the in-cabin measurements 

Frequency distributions of the in-cabin measurements (histogram) and frequency-weighted 

model bias (dot with error bars) are provided across the observed range of in-cabin 

concentrations for (a) UFPs and (b) CO2. 
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However, the in-cabin UFP concentration ranged widely from 7 x 103 to 5 x 104 cm-3 and 

high UFP number concentration is rarely observed. Taking into account the observed frequency 

distributions of in-cabin UFP concentrations, the overall model bias is below 16% throughout the 

concentration ranges as seen in Figure 3.4a. As of CO2 in Figure 3.4b, the model bias is near zero. 

Therefore, the model provides reasonably good predictions with the maximum model bias of 

16% for the in-cabin UFPs in a typical in-cabin environment. It offers even more accurate 

estimates for in-cabin CO2 concentrations. 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6 Recirculation mode air exchange rates as a function of driving speed 

The model estimated RC-mode air exchange rates (AERRC) (solid lines in panel a) are plotted as 

a function of driving speed and compared to the measurement data from previous studies. The 

numbers next to the solid lines refer to vehicle IDs listed in Table 3.2. AERRC of specific vehicle 

model/year in this study are also compared to the measurement data from Ott et al. (2008) and 

model predictions from Fruin et al. (2011) in panel b. 
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3.4.2. Recirculation Mode Air Exchange Rates 

The proposed model is developed primarily to predict in-cabin UFP concentrations (i.e., 

Cin); but it can also estimate RC-mode AERs (AERRC) with respect to driving speed. RC mode 

air exchange occurs only by infiltration therefore AERRC is equal to Qinf/Vcabin under well-mixed 

conditions. Figure 3.6 shows the model predictions of AERRC as a function of driving speed and 

compares with literature data. Figure 3.6a compared the model predictions in this study with 

experimental measurements in the literature.8,25,32-34 As illustrated in Figure 3.6a, the modeling 

results for AERRC are in reasonable agreement with experimental data in the literature. One 

should interpret this plot carefully because the test vehicles in the literature are different from the 

test vehicles in this study except for the 2005 Toyota Corolla.25  

Specific to the 2005 Toyota Corolla, Figure 3.6b shows that the model predictions 

correspond well with the experimental observations from Ott et al.25 for the same vehicle model 

at the same driving speed in spite of the vehicle age differences at the time of measurement in 

this study and Ott et al.25. Previously, Fruin et al.35 statistically derived an AERRC model which 

takes input parameters such as vehicle age and manufacturer. Both Fruin’s and currently 

developed models predict that AERRC increases exponentially at increasing driving speeds and 

agreed well with each other in an acceptable range. However, this study observed that the 

predicted AERRC for individual vehicles could be different, possibly because automotive 
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envelope leakage is more specific to manufacturer’s design changes in vehicle model than the 

actual vehicle age. For instance, at 60 km/h, the AERRC in this study estimated 5.8 and 8.1 h-1 for 

the 2001 and 2011 models of the Honda Accord, respectively (Figure 3.6b). However, at the 

same driving speed, the Fruin’s AERRC model provided corresponding values of 8.2 and 4.4 h-1, 

respectively.  The plots in Figure 3.6b provide AERRC across a wide range of driving speed in 

detail. 

Potential causes of these differences may be due to the nature of the different approaches. 

The previous AERRC model was derived from statistical regressions assuming that the vehicle 

age has significant effects on AERRC. Whereas, the AERRC estimated in this study depends on the 

physical properties of envelope leakage, such as the infiltration flow coefficient (Cf) and the 

pressure exponent (n) because AERRC is driven by infiltration through the leakage. When 

considering manufacturers’ design changes, the two leakage properties could also change AERRC 

substantially and would become more specific to the vehicle model rather than vehicle age. 

Although vehicle aging can result in additional leakage, it is also important to consider the 

design changes in the vehicle models. 
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3.4.3. Infiltration with Different Fan Setting and Driving Speed 

As driving speed increases, the pressure field changes not only in the passenger cabin 

but also on the surface of the vehicle envelope. While an active OA ventilation system 

pressurizes the passenger cabin at dPmech, a moving vehicle also experiences aerodynamic 

pressure changes on the vehicle surface (i.e., dPaero). Under stationary conditions (νdriving = 0), 

dPmech maintains the positive pressure of the passenger cabin. Under mobile conditions (νdriving > 

0), dPmech increases because passive ventilation allows an additional volume of air (i.e., QpsvOA in 

Figure 3.1) into the passenger cabin as a linear function of driving speed (see Eq. (3.2) and (3.5)). 

Similarly, dPaero increases exponentially with respect to driving speed, specific to the 

aerodynamic envelope design (e.g., vehicle type). While a vehicle is moving, dPmech is often 

compensated by dPaero, thereby allowing infiltration air-flow (i.e., Qinf) into the passenger cabin. 

Because dPmech and dPaero occur independently, the pressure affecting infiltration (dPinf) can be 

determined by subtracting dPaero from dPmech in Eq. (3.4). 
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Figure 3.7 Differential pressure changes as a function of speed at given ventilation air-flow rates 

The differential pressure changes are simulated for (a) sedan and (b) minivan as a function of 

driving speed at a wide range of ventilation air flow rates: 50, 100, 150, and 200 m3/h. The 

infiltration pressure differences (dPinf, colored solid-lines) are determined by subtracting in-cabin 

pressures (dPcabin), schemed gray lines) from the rear-trunk cabin pressure (dPrear, gray solid-line). 

The black dots represent the critical speed at which infiltration starts occurring. 

 

 Figures 3.7a and 3.7b present the OA-mode simulation results of dPinf for a sedan and a 

minivan, respectively. The dPmech maintains positive cabin pressure and prevents infiltration up 

to a certain driving speed, above which dPaero overcomes dPmech, resulting in infiltration (i.e., 

dPinf > 0). In Figure 3.7a, when QatvOA = 50 m3/h under stationary conditions, dPmech is only at 2.5 

Pa but increases to 6 Pa at 130 km/hr for the same QatvOA. In this case, the dPinf started increasing 

from 78 km/h and exhibited a further increase up to 22 Pa at 130 km/h. Conversely, the higher 

ventilation air-flow rate of 200 m3/h effectively prevents infiltration up to 126 km/h, suggesting 

that proper maintenance of cabin pressure can prevent the infiltration of on-road pollutants. 
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 Similar to the sedan, Figure 3.7b provides the simulation results for the minivan but at a 

different magnitude. For the same QatvOA, dPmech is much lower in the minivan than in the sedan 

because the minivan often has a larger leakage area than the sedan. Accordingly, the same QatvOA 

could not raise dPmech sufficiently high to compensate for dPaero. For example, at 50 m3/h, the 

dPinf begins to increase above the critical driving speed of 38 km/h, which is much lower than the 

78 km/h found in the sedan. However, with the same air-flow rate of 200 m3/h, the dPinf does not 

become positive while the driving speed is less than 130 km/h because of the different 

aerodynamic characteristics (i.e., shapes) of the two vehicle types. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8 Ultrafine particle I/O ratio as a function of driving speed. 

The changes in UFP I/O ratio (solid-lines) are compared to the infiltration air flow rates (Qinf, 

dash-lines) with respect to the driving speed. The results are given for (a) a sedan and (b) a 

minivan at a typical range of ventilation air flow rates: 0, 50, 100, 150, and 200 m3/h.  

 

 Further analysis examined the effects of the infiltration air-flow rate (Qinf) on the I/O 
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ratio of UFPs (UFP I/O). Figure 3.8 provides UFP I/O and Qinf as a function of driving speed in 

the sedan (Figure 3.8a) and minivan (Figure 3.8b). Overall, Qinf increases at increasing driving 

speeds, but the critical driving speeds for infiltration and the magnitude of Qinf are different for 

the sedan and minivan. The critical driving speed is lower in the minivan than the sedan, but 

more infiltration (i.e., greater Qinf) occurs at the lower driving speed range in the minivan than in 

the sedan. However, at higher driving speeds, Qinf is generally higher for the sedan than for the 

minivan. 

 The infiltrated particles also substantially increased the UFP I/O above a critical driving 

speed. In Figure 3.8a, at an air flow rate of 50 m3/h, UFP I/O begins to increase from 0.41 to 0.45 

due to active OA ventilation (QatvOA) and passive OA ventilation (QpsvOA) when driving speed 

increased from 0 to 78 km/h. Above the critical driving speed of 78 km/h, infiltration (Qinf) 

begins to increase UFP I/O further up to 0.55 at 130 m3/h. UFP I/O simulation at QatvOA = 0 m3/h 

exhibits the most significant I/O changes only by the effects of passive OA ventilation and 

infiltration. The use of higher fan settings minimizes the change in UFP I/O, suggesting that high 

in-cabin pressurization can reduce the UFP I/O fluctuation that arises from passive ventilation 

and infiltration. However, the increase in a supplied mechanical air-flow rate (i.e., QatvOA) 

stabilizes the UFP I/O at higher magnitude overall. 

 In summary, infiltration and passive ventilation substantially changes UFP I/O ratios. 
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The UFP I/O increases most significantly when QatvOA = 0 due to passive ventilation and more 

importantly infiltration. Although UFP I/O generally increases as a function of driving speed but 

its changes in magnitude is a complex function of QatvOA, QpsvOA, and Qinf. In addition, Qinf 

occurs when dPmech is less than dPaero. Therefore, infiltration starts occurring above a certain 

critical driving speed, which can be determined by the two competing pressures discussed 

previously (see Eq (4) and Figure 3.8). A high fan setting reduced the fluctuation in UFP I/O but 

increased the overall I/O ratio. To investigate individual UFP gain/loss mechanisms, the 

following parametric sensitivity analysis further evaluated the proportional effects of (1) active 

OA ventilation, (2) passive OA ventilation, (3) RC filtration, (4) infiltration, and (5) surface 

deposition. 
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3.4.4. Fractional Impact by Different Mechanisms 

Depending on the ventilation conditions (i.e., OA/RC mode and fan setting), the relative 

importance of each mechanism can change as speed increases. To elucidate the effects of each of 

the five mechanisms, this study conducted parametric evaluations on the five mechanisms using 

the concept of fractional impact (FI) in the following equations: 

    
inf1 1 psvOAatvOA atvRC

total
cabin cabin cabin cabin Deposition

ActiveOA Ventilation PassiveOA Ventilation RC Filtration Infiltration

QQ Q Q
I

V V V V
              

   

  (3.7) 

 

i
i

total

I
FI

I
      (3.8) 

where Itotal is the sum of all five UFP gain/loss rates, Ii is a specific UFP gain/loss rate by 

mechanism i, and i can be (1) active OA ventilation, (2) passive OA ventilation, (3) RC filtration, 

(4) infiltration, or (5) surface deposition. FIi is the fractional impact of a specific mechanism, i. 

Note that (3) and (5) are in-cabin UFP removal mechanisms, whereas (1), (2), and (4) are in-

cabin UFP gain mechanisms. 
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Figure 3.9 Changes of fractional impacts of in-cabin particle gain/loss mechanisms in outdoor 

air mode as a function of driving speed.  

Under OA mode, the fractional impacts of different in-cabin particle gain/loss terms (OA AERatv, 

OA AERpsv, RC Filtration, Infiltration, and Deposition) are compared for (a, c) a sedan and (b, d) 

a minivan as a function of driving speed. The top two panels (a, b) illustrate the results of OA 

passive ventilation (i.e., with no fan operation/open damper), and the bottom two panels (c, d) 

illustrate the OA active ventilation (i.e., with fan operation/open damper) simulation results using 

the same ventilation air-flow (100 m3/h) for the sedan and minivan, respectively. 

 

 

 Figure 3.9 presents the fractional impact simulation results in OA mode for the sedan 

and minivan. Under passive ventilation, the surface deposition is the most significant factor 

when the vehicle is in stationary mode, but its fractional impact is reduced from 87% to 20% for 
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the sedan in Figure 3.9a. The infiltration process becomes more important as driving speed 

increases. At 80 km/h, the fractional impact of infiltration becomes greater than the fractional 

impact of surface deposition. The fractional impact of passive ventilation remained less than 

20% across the typical driving speed less than 130 km/h. Figure 3.9b shows a similar pattern 

observed in the minivan under the same ventilation conditions. However, the infiltration becomes 

more important than deposition as more substantial infiltration occurs at a higher driving speed 

of approximately 100 km/h. The fractional impact by passive ventilation also remained under 

10%, suggesting that UFP I/O can be lower at low driving speeds because surface deposition loss 

is dominant under those circumstances. However, UFP I/O can be higher at high driving speeds 

and is significantly affected by infiltration and passive ventilation. 

 Under active ventilation in Figures 3.9c and d, active OA ventilation governs the particle 

gain/loss mechanism (FI > 50%) throughout the studied driving speed range. With a minimal 

fractional impact by passive ventilation (FI < 10%), the fractional impact of infiltration begins to 

increase above the critical driving speed, which is 100 km/h for the sedan and 85 km/h for the 

minivan. The fractional impact of surface deposition is not as high as observed in OA passive 

scenarios in Figures 3.9a and b; however, surface deposition still represents 20% and 35% of the 

total UFP gain/loss rate for the sedan and minivan, respectively. The proportion of surface 

deposition is considered relatively high in comparison with active OA ventilation and the others, 
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so the particle loss by surface deposition could be significant. Particle loss through surface 

deposition could be more important under RC mode, which only allows for air exchange via 

infiltration. 

 Figure 3.10 provides the fractional impact modeling results for RC mode. Because under 

the RC mode, air exchange only occurs by infiltration, the RC-Qoff conditions in Figures 3.10a 

and b are dominantly driven by infiltration processes. Without the effects of passive ventilation, 

the fractional impact of deposition is slightly higher than the fractional impact of deposition 

observed in OA mode (see Figures 3.9a, b), which is the reason why infiltration was more easily 

observed at high driving speeds under RC-Qoff mode. 

 When the fan is operating under RC mode (i.e., RC active in Figures 10c and d), 

filtration is a continuous particle removal mechanism, which dominantly controls the in-cabin 

UFPs. RC filtration was more prevalent in the sedan than in the minivan under the same 

mechanical ventilation air-flow rate of 100 m3/h because the cabin volume (Vcabin) is smaller for 

the sedan than for the minivan. More importantly, the fractional impact by deposition remains 

higher than RC filtration in the minivan, whereas the infiltration process remains comparable for 

both vehicle types. Therefore, the effects of the five different particle gain/loss mechanisms can 

be dynamically different as a function of driving speed. Different ventilation modes (OA/RC 

mode) provide completely different profiles of relative importance for each mechanism. 
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Figure 3.10 Changes of fractional impacts of in-cabin particle gain/loss mechanisms in 

recirculation mode as a function of driving speed 

Under RC mode, the fractional impacts of different in-cabin particle gain/loss terms (OA AERatv, 

OA AERpsv, RC Filtration, Infiltration, and Deposition) are compared for (a, c) a sedan and (b, d) 

a minivan as a function of driving speed. The top two panels (a, b) illustrate the results of RC 

ventilation with no fan operation/close damper, and the bottom two panels (c, d) illustrate the RC 

active ventilation (i.e., with fan operation/close damper) simulation results using the same 

ventilation air-flow (100 m3/h) for the sedan and minivan, respectively. 
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Consequently, the work in this chapter evaluated the effects of infiltration and passive 

ventilation on in-cabin UFP dynamics. The proposed model simulates in-cabin UFP 

concentrations at different driving speeds and ventilation conditions (i.e., selection of OA/RC 

mode and blower fan setting) in time. The model was validated with the literature data and 

experimental measurements from 10 vehicle models. Although the assumption of no particle 

phase change tends to increase model bias at high in-cabin UFP concentrations, the model bias 

remained less than 16% for UFPs and near zero for CO2 for a typical range of in-cabin 

concentrations.  

 This chapter discussed five in-cabin UFP gain/loss mechanisms: active OA ventilation, 

passive OA ventilation, RC filtration, infiltration, and surface deposition. Aerodynamic pressure 

changes on a moving vehicle surface substantially affected infiltration and passive OA 

ventilation. Similar to previous findings, a linear function was observed between air exchange 

rate due to passive ventilation and driving speed. Infiltration increases exponentially and results 

from the competition between the in-cabin pressurization by mechanical ventilation and the 

aerodynamic pressure changes on vehicle surface. Therefore, infiltration becomes more 

important at higher driving speed and only occurs above a certain driving speed, which depends 

on the aerodynamic design of the vehicle and the fan setting.  

The fractional impact of the five in-cabin UFP gain/loss mechanisms also changes 
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dynamically as a function of driving speed. This study observed intriguingly high fractional 

impact by surface deposition overall. However, the fractional impact of surface deposition 

decreased at increasing driving speed, which substantiated other mechanisms such as infiltration 

and passive ventilation. The fractional impact of passive ventilation is generally less than 20% 

under OA mode and does not occur under RC mode. Although infiltration can occur under any 

circumstances, the effects of infiltration on UFP I/O can be reduced by cabin pressurization using 

active mechanical ventilation in OA mode. Even with a high fractional impact of surface 

deposition, the infiltration process often becomes greater relative to the driving speed, thereby 

leading to a net positive gain of in-cabin UFPs at high driving speeds. 
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4. APPLICATION OF HIGH EFFICIENCY AIR FILTER 

 

4.1. Abstract 

Modern passenger vehicles are commonly equipped with cabin air filters, but the filtration 

efficiency is only 40-60% for ultrafine particles (UFPs). Although setting the vehicle ventilation 

system to recirculation (RC) mode can reduce in-cabin UFPs by 80-95%, carbon dioxide (CO2) 

from the exhaled breath of passengers can quickly accumulate inside the cabin. To prevent CO2 

accumulation, the vehicle must be operated under outdoor air (OA) mode to allow for sufficient 

air exchange. To overcome this dilemma, this study investigated in-cabin UFP removal under OA 

mode using high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters. Concentrations of UFP and other air 

pollutants were simultaneously monitored inside and outside of 12 different vehicles under three 

different driving conditions: stationary, local roadway, and freeway. Under each of the 

experimental conditions, data were collected with no filter, in-use original equipment 

manufacturer (OEM) filter, and two types of HEPA filters. The HEPA filters were found to 

reduce the in-cabin UFP concentration by 93% on average under OA-mode field conditions, 

representing a much higher efficiency than the OEM filters used currently (41-65% on average). 

The application of a HEPA filter in OA mode also enabled the in-cabin environment to be more 

independent of the changes in the driving speed and the fluctuations in the UFP concentrations 

on different roadways. Throughout the measurements, the in-cabin CO2 concentration remained 

in the range of 635-924 ppm, representing a significant reduction from the typical in-cabin CO2 

concentration range of 2,500-4,000 ppm in RC mode. 
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4.2. Introduction 

Several epidemiological and toxicological studies have demonstrated that the adverse 

health effects of ultrafine particles (UFPs, diameter   100 nm) are not limited to pulmonary 

diseases, as UFPs could also damage other organs through inter-organ translocation.1-8 The 

cardiovascular system is considered a target to which UFPs can translocate from the lungs, as 

demonstrated in animal models1-3,6,7 and human subjects.4,5 Once inhaled, UFPs can also 

penetrate the epithelium, enter the circulatory system, and be deposited into other organs, 

including the brain.8 The small size and large surface area of UFPs also allow them to penetrate 

cell walls and localize in mitochondria.9 Due to the numerous redox-active chemicals present in 

motor-vehicle-emitted UFPs, systemic inflammation can also occur.10,11 

In an urban environment, vehicle emissions usually constitute the most significant 

source of primary UFPs.12,13 The on-road UFP concentration typically ranges from 100,000 to 

500,000 particles/cm3,14-16 which is an order of magnitude higher than the ambient background 

typically on the order of 5,000-50,000 particles/cm3. Accordingly, despite the short average 

commuting time (1.3 h/day),17 in-cabin exposure alone accounts for up to 45-50% of the total 

daily exposure to UFPs.15,18  

Modern vehicles are commonly equipped with cabin air filters;19 however, the overall 

passenger protection against UFPs is limited to 40-60%.20 The level of protection also varies 

with respect to the vehicle type and age in addition to the ventilation settings.15 Although 

operating the automotive ventilation system under recirculation (RC) on mode can achieve a 

protection of ~85% using the manufacturer-installed cabin air filters,15,21 this setting also causes 

passenger-exhaled CO2 to accumulate rapidly in the vehicle cabin. Therefore, the current 

automotive ventilation systems and cabin air filters cannot control both UFPs and CO2 
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simultaneously. 

This study aimed to achieve a simultaneous control of both UFPs and CO2 by applying 

high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filtration in outdoor air (OA) mode. Field measurements 

were conducted in 12 different vehicles of different types from several automobile manufacturers.  

In-cabin UFP exposure reductions were compared under three driving conditions (i.e., stationary, 

local roadway, and freeway) with four different filter types: no filter, in-use original equipment 

manufacturer (OEM), and two types of HEPA filters.  

 

4.3. Methods 

4.3.1. Automotive Cabin HEPA Filters 

Two types of automotive-cabin HEPA filters (noted here as HEPA A and HEPA B) were 

developed in collaboration with an industrial partner. The two HEPA filters were similar to OEM 

cabin air filters in terms of their structure, i.e., the pleated panel type, but differed in the filtration 

media used. Whereas OEM filters are typically composed of a single layer of glass fibers, the 

developed HEPA filters were manufactured with a double layer, with synthetic fibers on the 

upstream side and glass fibers on the downstream side. The application of synthetic fibers with 

different physicochemical properties (e.g., diameter, material, and density) on the upstream layer 

allows the HEPA filters to achieve significantly higher filtration efficiency than OEM filters. 

Considering the additional pressure drop upon retrofitting with HEPA filters, the HEPA A filters 

were designed to maintain a pressure drop equivalent to the OEM filters by increasing the 

intrinsic surface area with 1-3 μm fibers. Unlike the HEPA A filters, the HEPA B filters were 

designed to maximize the filtration efficiency using 400-800 nm fibers. Figure 4.1 and 4.2 show 
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the scanning electron microscope images of HEPA A and B filters, respectively. Because there is 

no filtration efficiency rating standard currently available for automotive cabin filters, the HEPA 

filters were graded using the minimum efficiency reporting value (MERV) standard developed 

by the American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE) 

for building heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems.  A MERV rating of 15 

and 16 was achieved for the HEPA A and B filters, as shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4, respectively. 

 

 
 
Figure 4.1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of HEPA A filter 
Diesel soot particles are attached on the synthetic fiber (diameter 1-3 µm) of HEPA A filter 
media. 
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Figure 4.2 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of HEPA B filter  
Diesel soot particles are attached on the synthetic fiber (diameter 400-800 nm) of HEPA B filter 
media. 
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Figure 4.3 Lab testing results of the particle size-specific filtration efficiency of HEPA A filter 
The filtration efficiency is shown with respect to particle diameter. The tests were conducted 
with dust particles at constant air flow rate and face velocity of 3344 m3/h and 2.5 m/s, 
respectively.  
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Figure 4.4 Lab testing results of the particle size-specific filtration efficiency of HEPA B filter  
The filtration efficiency is shown with respect to particle diameter. The tests were conducted 
with dust particles at constant air flow rate and face velocity of 3344 m3/h and 2.5 m/s, 
respectively. 
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4.3.2.  Test Vehicle Selections 

Twelve passenger vehicles of different models and types and from different 

manufacturers and countries of origin were selected to investigate the in-cabin exposure 

reductions resulting from the application of the HEPA filters. As listed in Table 4.1, the vehicle 

selection included eight small-cabin vehicle models (i.e., six sedans and two hatchbacks) and 

four large-cabin vehicles (i.e., two SUVs and two minivans) that are among popular vehicle 

models. The cabin volume size ranged from 2.94 to 7.03 m3.22 To minimize the potential 

variability that can result from vehicle aging, the test vehicles chosen were not older than three 

years. The accumulated mileage of the vehicles ranged from 1,339 to 74,174 km. The cabin air 

filter housing was most commonly found behind the glove box, but a few vehicle models also 

had cabin air filters under the dashboard or hood, as noted in Table 4.1. Except for the 2012 

Chevrolet Impala, all test models were equipped with an in-use OEM filter. 

 
 
Table 4.1 A summary of the test vehicle models and specifications 

Vehicle 
Type 

Maker Model Year
Mileage

(km) 
Cabin Filter 

Locations 
Cabin Volume 

(m3) 
Ford Focus 2012 51,347 Glove Box 2.94 Hatchback 
Toyota Prius 2012 9,102 Glove Box 3.88 
Chevrolet Impala 2012 1,339 Glove Box 4.01 
Honda Accord 2011 51,194 Glove Box 3.83 
Hyundai Sonata 2013 21,712 Glove Box 3.41 
Nissan Sentra 2012 30,398 Under Dash 3.50 
Toyota Camry 2012 1,931 Glove Box 3.78 

Sedan 

Volkswagen Jetta 2012 14,917 Under Hood 3.55 
Ford Explorer 2013 16,510 Glove Box 4.89 SUV 
Toyota Highlander 2012 10,611 Glove Box 4.43 
Honda Odyssey 2010 38,622 Glove Box 7.03 

Minivan 
Toyota Sienna 2011 74,174 Glove Box 5.76 
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4.3.3. Field Measurements 

During the field measurements, the in-cabin and on-road concentrations were 

concurrently monitored for UFPs, PM2.5, black carbon (BC), and CO2 to assess the in-cabin 

passenger exposure reductions. Two sets of instruments were deployed for the concurrent 

measurements of the in-cabin and on-road air: one set monitored at the center of the passenger 

cabin and the other outside. Two condensation particle counters (CPCs) were deployed to 

measure the UFP concentrations for the in-cabin (Model 3785, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN) and on-

road (Model 3786, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN) conditions. Similarly, two Dusttraks (Model 8520, 

TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN) and two Qtraks (Model 8554, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN) simultaneously 

logged changes in the in-cabin and on-road concentrations of PM2.5 and CO2. The BC 

concentrations inside and outside of the cabin were also recorded with two aethalometers 

(Models AE-22 and AE-42, Magee Scientific Co., Berkeley, CA). All of the instruments were 

calibrated prior to their deployment for field sampling and set to a logging interval of 1 s, except 

for the aethalometers, which were set to their minimum logging interval of 1 min. In addition, 

the particle size distribution data were collected using two sets of scanning mobility particle 

sizers (SMPSs, Model 3080 with Model 3085, TSI Inc., St. Paul, MN). The two sets of SMPSs 

were configured to sample the in-cabin and on-road ambient atmospheres in conjunction with the 

TSI 3785 and TSI 3786 CPCs used for sampling the in-cabin and on-road UFP conditions, 

respectively. The in-cabin and on-road particle size distribution in the size range of 7.37-289 nm 

were concurrently collected. The applied scanning and retrace times were 100 and 20 s, 

respectively. 
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 Under the medium fan setting in OA mode, data were collected for each of the vehicle 

under three different driving conditions: stationary, local roadway, and freeway conditions. 

Stationary sampling was conducted in an underground parking lot. Local-roadway sampling was 

repeatedly conducted on the 2.4-mile sector of Westwood Blvd between Wilshire Blvd and 

National Blvd in Los Angeles, CA. The freeway testing route included a 22-mile segment of I-

405 between the I-10 and I-710 freeways.  Four different types of filters (i.e., no filter, in-use 

OEM, HEPA A, and HEPA B) were tested under each of the three different driving conditions for 

at least 15 min during each filter/driving condition combination. The collected data included 144 

different experimental conditions and provided more than 130,000 pairs of one-second data 

concurrently acquired for both the in-cabin and on-road concentrations to assess the in-cabin 

passenger exposure reductions. 

 
 

4.4. Results and Discussion 

4.4.1. Particle Size Distributions under Different Conditions 

Figure 4.5 shows an overview of the in-cabin and on-road ambient particle size 

distributions averaged across each sampling period using the same filter and plotted for the 

different driving conditions, namely, (a) stationary, (b) local, and (c) freeway. The solid lines 

represent the particle size distribution data collected for the on-road air, whereas the dot-and-

dash lines represent the in-cabin particle size distributions with no filter, an in-use OEM filter, 

and HEPA B filters. 

The three driving conditions were distinctively different in their on-road particle size 

distributions. For the stationary conditions, the ambient data exhibited size distributions with a 
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mode diameter of ~80 nm, which is significantly larger than the ~30 nm observed for the 

freeway conditions. Due to the abundant presence of nucleation mode particles, the freeway 

conditions exhibited a typical bi-modal size distribution (Figure 4.5c). In comparison, the data 

collected for the local roadway conditions exhibited a mixture of the stationary and freeway 

particle size distributions. The particle size distribution data demonstrated distinctive triple 

modes for the local roadway conditions (Figure 4.5b). Throughout the local roadway sampling, 

each measured particle size distribution exhibited dynamic changes in the mode diameter and 

accordingly resulted in the presence of multiple mode diameters in the average particle size 

distribution plotted in Figure 4.5b. The multiple modes for the local roadway conditions reflect 

the complexity of the traffic conditions, which are considerably affected by local factors, 

including vehicle emissions and traffic density near the test vehicle at the time. 

 

 
 
Figure 4.5 Particle size distributions for the on-road and in-cabin environments with different 
filter types 
Averaged particle size distribution data are presented for the on-road (ambient) and in-cabin with 
different filters (i.e., no filter, in-use OEM, and HEPA B) in (a) stationary, (b) local roadway, and 
(c) freeway conditions. The size distribution data for HEPA A was not included for clarity. 
 

 The in-cabin reductions were commonly found across a wide range of particle sizes for 

all driving conditions. In comparison with the ambient concentrations for the three driving 

conditions, the plotted data in Figure 4.5 also demonstrate the significant reductions in the in-
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cabin particle concentrations across the measured particle size range. Even with no filters, the 

reduction was significant due to particle diffusion loss to the ventilation systems. Installation of 

in-use OEM filters offered additional particle removal for all conditions, but the reduction 

remained small in magnitude (Figures 4.5). Upon retrofitting with HEPA B filters, the in-cabin 

particle concentration was further decreased especially for particles in the nucleation mode as in 

the case of the freeway driving shown in Figure 4.5c. 

 
 

 
 
Figure 4.6 In-cabin particle concentration reductions with different filters and driving conditions 
In-cabin reduction of (a) UFPs, (b) BC, and (c) PM2.5 in application of different filters and 
driving conditions: stationary (white), local roadway (gray), and freeway (black). The symbols 
and error bars present the means and standard deviations of the 1-minute average data from all 
12 test vehicle models. 
 
 

4.4.2. In-cabin Reduction for UFPs, Black Carbon, and PM2.5  

Based on the field measurement data, Figure 4.6 provides the in-cabin particle 

concentration reductions relative to the on-road ambient concentration. Under the scope of this 

study, the in-cabin pollutant reduction was estimated from the in-cabin/on-road (I/O) 

concentration ratio (i.e., in-cabin reduction = 1 - I/O). The plotted data points are the means of 

the 1 min averaged data in each of the 12 test vehicle models for (a) UFPs, (b) BC, and (c) PM2.5, 

which were measured under the different driving conditions and using the different filter types. 

The total number of observations for each plotted data point (i.e., one-minute mean) and each 
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error bar (i.e., standard deviation) was greater than 150 which were averaged from 9,000 one-

second raw measurement data points. 

As shown in Figure 4.6a, under stationary and realistic driving conditions, the use of the 

HEPA B filter achieved an average reduction of 93% for UFPs with minimal variability that 

originates from the characteristics of various vehicle models. In comparison, the no-filter 

scenario exhibited an average reduction of 20-55% and the in-use OEM filter had an average 

reduction to 35-70%. The application of the HEPA A and B filters enabled further reductions of 

68-82% and 85-99%, respectively. In addition to the great in-cabin UFP reduction, the 

application of the HEPA filters also minimized the variability (i.e., error bars) in UFP 

concentration for the different vehicle models.  

Figure 4.6 also illustrates the in-cabin UFP reductions achieved under each of the 

different driving conditions (i.e., stationary, local, and freeway). As shown in Figure 4.6a, the 

maximum UFP reduction occurred under the freeway driving conditions because particle 

diffusion loss is more effective for the nucleation mode particles abundantly present in the 

freeway environment. As discussed in Figure 4.5, the particle size distributions under the 

freeway conditions included a large portion of nucleation mode particles with a mode diameter 

near 30 nm. Because the freeway particle size distribution is skewed toward small diameters, the 

largest in-cabin UFP reduction resulted from the diffusion loss of the large population of small 

particles.  

In contrast, because of the large number of larger particles (mode diameter = 80 nm) 

under the stationary driving conditions, the in-cabin reduction was smaller under the stationary 

conditions than under the local or freeway condition. Note that the field observations indicated 

that the overall in-cabin concentrations were greatest under the freeway conditions, followed by 
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the local and then the stationary conditions. Thus, the greater reduction observed in the freeway 

environment should not be misinterpreted as the in-cabin UFP concentration being lower for the 

freeway driving conditions compared to those for the local or stationary conditions. The size-

specific in-cabin concentration reduction is discussed in more detail in Figure 4.8. 

The in-cabin reductions were lower for BC and PM2.5 than UFPs, and lower on freeway 

than on local roadway, as shown in Figures 4.6b and 4.6c. This is likely due to three important 

factors. First, BC and PM2.5 were measured for their mass concentrations and the effects of 

diffusion loss on smaller particles have little impacts on the mass concentration reductions in BC 

and PM2.5. Second, the mass concentrations of BC and PM2.5 represent a wider range of particles 

with diameters up to 1 μm and 2.5 μm, respectively. Because the particle size that gives the 

minimum filtration efficiency usually occurs around 0.1-0.3 μm,23 the filtration efficiency could 

be substantially lower for a significant mass fraction of BC and PM2.5 which leads to a decrease 

of total in-cabin reduction. Finally, the smaller in-cabin reduction under the freeway conditions is 

in part because of the increase in the infiltrated portion of the on-road pollutants, which often 

occurs at higher driving speeds on freeways.24 The infiltration effects were not noticeable for 

UFPs (in Figure 4.6a) because the diffusion loss during the infiltration process was also 

significant for the nucleation mode UFPs on the freeways.  However, the infiltrated on-road BC 

and PM2.5 can lead to a substantial decrease in the overall in-cabin mass concentration reduction 

in the freeway environment. Due to these three factors, the in-cabin reductions in BC and PM2.5 

were smaller than UFPs and smaller under the freeway driving conditions than under the local 

driving conditions. 

In summary, the HEPA filters successfully reduced all three pollutants under the field 

conditions. The HEPA B filter reduced the in-cabin concentrations of UFPs, BC, and PM2.5 by 93, 
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80, and 70%, respectively, compared to the on-road concentrations. The use of the HEPA B filter 

also greatly reduced the variability in the data from the different vehicle models and under the 

different driving conditions. Compared to the in-use OEM filters, the HEPA filters increased the 

removal of the three pollutants by a factor of two to three. Table 4.2 summarizes the measured 

UFPs, BC, and PM2.5 concentrations in more detail. 
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Table 4.2 A summary of the in-cabin concentration reductions for UFP, BC, and PM2.5 
The in-cabin concentration reductions for UFP, BC, and PM2.5 are summarized under different driving conditions (i.e., stationary, local, 
and freeway) with the four different filter types (i.e., no filter, in-use OEM, HEPA A, and HEPA B). The data are the average of the 
field observations and the standard deviation is given in parenthesis. 
 

Stationary Local Freeway 
Pollutants Filter Types 

In-cabin Ambient In-cabin On-road In-cabin On-road 

No filter 15006 (6125) 22418 (12832) 15368 (5034) 27446 (9849) 28826 (10076) 66292 (26770)

In-use OEM 12373 (5672) 23292 (12309) 11302 (3933) 26026 (7473) 25916 (11914) 81282 (44536)

HEPA A 6048 (2904) 23715 (13464) 6418 (3039) 27321 (8323) 15558 (5421) 72765 (23677)
UFP 

(#/cm3) 

HEPA B 2264 (2029) 21508 (9785) 2455 (1792) 30075 (11685) 5726 (2914) 76549 (39837)

No filter 2899 (2169) 2282 (1462) 2473 (2869) 2032 (1181) 4636 (2610) 3589 (1708)

In-use OEM 2577 (2121) 2102 (1407) 2559 (2819) 2136 (1384) 4275 (2250) 4407 (1795)

HEPA A 1061 (2073) 2192 (1342) 1399 (2725) 2182 (1227) 1433 (2133) 5175 (2055)

BC 
(ng/cm3) 

HEPA B 1089 (2632) 2724 (1245) 915 (2067) 2412 (1230) 1343 (2809) 3036 (1606)

No filter 38 (24) 46 (26) 32 (21) 36 (26) 37 (21) 41 (28)

In-use OEM 28 (25) 47 (24) 33 (25) 40 (34) 33 (19) 44 (29)

HEPA A 15 (15) 34 (25) 10 (5) 38 (33) 11 (7) 40 (28)

P
ar

ti
cl

e 

PM2.5 
(μg/cm3) 

HEPA B 12 (13) 28 (17) 10 (7) 38 (31) 9 (6) 37 (26)

No filter 1082 (581) 944 (528) 705 (91) 477 (49) 729 (132) 540 (206)

In-use OEM 1067 (625) 957 (653) 711 (98) 481 (54) 729 (146) 526 (160)

HEPA A 1268 (663) 1040 (633) 752 (148) 469 (55) 716 (94) 473 (45)G
as

 CO2 
(ppm) 

HEPA B 1170 (561) 1022 (577) 792 (132) 470 (54) 746 (111) 472 (48)
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4.4.3. Ventilation Air-flow Rate Reduction 

The installation of HEPA filters may result in a large pressure drop that reduces the 

ventilation air-flow rate into the passenger cabin. Because the automotive ventilation systems 

primarily serve to offer thermal comfort to passengers, the reduction in the air-flow rate could 

become a critical limitation for in-cabin HEPA filter applications.  

 

 

 
 
Figure 4.7 In-cabin ultrafine particle reductions and the changes in ventilation air-flow rates 
Changes in ventilation flow rates by increasing in-cabin UFP reduction with use of different 
filters: HEPA B, HEPA A, in-use OEM, and no filter in different driving conditions. The changes 
were estimated relative to the ventilation flow rate measurements with in-use OEM filters in 
stationary condition for each vehicle (arrow, 306 m3/h on average with ±101 m3/h). The symbols 
and error bars are averages and standard deviations of the relative changes, respectively. 
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Figure 4.7 summarizes the ventilation air-flow rate changes and the in-cabin UFP 

reductions upon retrofitting with the in-cabin HEPA filters. The changes in the ventilation air-

flow rates were estimated with respect to the air-flow rates measured with the in-use OEM filters 

for each of the individual test vehicles. With the in-use OEM filters, the air-flow rate was 306 

m3/h on average (± 101 m3/h) across the test vehicle models under stationary conditions. The 

presented data are the means and standard deviations of all tested vehicle models under the 

different field conditions.  

For all three driving conditions, the application of the HEPA B filters provided the most 

effective removal of the in-cabin UFPs with acceptable pressure drop. In comparison to the in-

cabin UFP reduction demonstrated with the HEPA B filters, the in-cabin UFP reduction was 

lower in the case of the HEPA A filter and lower still for the in-use OEM filter and the no-filter 

cases. As expected, the changes in the air-flow rate exhibit an inverse relationship with the UFP 

reduction. A high in-cabin UFP reduction was observed using the HEPA B filters, and the 

associated ventilation air-flow rate was reduced by only 22, 12, and 7% under the stationary, 

local, and freeway conditions, respectively. Note that the ventilation air-flow rate increases due 

to the passive ventilation at increasing speed. Regardless of the filter types, the air-flow rate 

becomes higher on the freeway than on local roadways. Considering the advantageous in-cabin 

UFP reductions of 93% on average, this air-flow rate changes by additional pressure drop is 

acceptable.  Installing cabin HEPA filters may also have other potential impacts (e.g., on fuel 

economy) which is beyond the scope of this work.  
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Figure 4.8 Size-specific particle removal efficiency of the four different filter types 
Size-specific particle removal efficiencies are provided for HEPA B, HEPA A, in-use OEM, and 
no filter in field conditions. The plotted data are given with averages of all field conditions (i.e., 
stationary, local roadway, and freeway) with the specified filter types. 
 
 
 

4.4.4. Size-resolved In-cabin UFP Reduction 

Figure 4.8 shows the intrinsic UFP removal efficiency as a function of particle size. The 

in-cabin UFP removal for each filter type is the average of the field measurements under all three 

driving conditions. Unlike laboratory testing of filtration efficiency (see Figure 4.3 and 4.4), field 

measurement across different driving conditions advantageously considers realistic source 

particles from the different roadway scenarios as well as the effects of passive ventilation. Thus, 

the data presented in Figure 4.8 should be differentiated from the standardized laboratory testing 

that uses laboratory-generated particles under the same flow rate.  
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Across the particle size range from 10 to 200 nm, retrofitting with HEPA filters achieved 

much higher in-cabin UFP removal efficiencies than those obtained under the in-use OEM filter 

and no-filter scenarios. The results are similar to those previously discussed in relation to the 

reduction of particle concentrations. The in-cabin UFP removal across the different size ranges 

was most effective when using the HEPA B filter, followed by the HEPA A filter, the in-use OEM 

filter, and no filter. The removal efficiency of the no-filter case exhibited a significant decrease 

from 0.6 to 0.2 as the particle size decreased from 100 to 10 nm. Although the removal efficiency 

using the in-use OEM filter was relatively consistent at a level of 0.60-0.65 across the measured 

size range, it decreased considerably to 0.35 for particle sizes below 15 nm. In comparison, the 

removal efficiency of the HEPA A filter was consistently very high at approximately 93% for 

particle sizes down to 50 nm, with a decrease down to 0.65 for particle sizes below 50 nm. 

However, the application of the HEPA B filter enabled a high UFP removal ranging from 0.75 to 

0.93 and consequently offered a more consistent performance with less variability across the 

measured size range than any of the other test filters. 

The substantial differences in the size-specific particle removal of the four filter types 

indicate that the source particle size and associated size-specific removal efficiency of the cabin 

air filters are very important in reducing the in-cabin passenger exposures to UFPs. These 

findings demonstrate that a significantly large portion of the measured in-cabin UFPs include the 

particles with their size highly skewed toward the smaller size range, even after the filtration 

process with the HEPA A or the in-use OEM filters. As previously discussed, the deleterious 

health effects of UFPs are highly associated with the particle size. Therefore, a consistent particle 

removal across a wide range of particle sizes is important and is readily achievable via in-cabin 

HEPA B filters as demonstrated in Figure 4.8.  
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4.4.5. In-cabin Reduction of Nucleation Mode Particles 

The application of a HEPA B filter successfully reduced in-cabin UFPs across a wide 

range of particle size. Figure 4.9 illustrates this reduction in comparison with the ambient 

conditions in the stationary (Figures 4.9a and b) and freeway (Figures 4.9c and d) conditions. 

Under the stationary conditions, use of the HEPA B filter resulted in a strong in-cabin 

concentration decay over time, and the changes in the size distribution were also independent of 

the particle size, resulting in consistent removal efficiency across a wide size range of particles, 

as shown in Figure 4.8. While maintaining consistent ambient particle size distributions in Figure 

4.9a, the in-cabin UFP concentration decayed from 5,500 to 1,200 particles/cm3. During this 

effective filtration process in stationary conditions, the mode diameter measured was 

approximately 70 nm and 60 nm in the ambient air and in-cabin, respectively. 

Under freeway conditions, this study also observed a strong reduction in the in-cabin 

UFP concentrations of the freeway ambient particles in the nucleation mode at approximately 30 

nm. Figure 4.9c presents the particle size distribution changes over a time series for the freeway 

ambient particles, and Figure 4.9d presents the in-cabin particle size distribution changes 

measured concurrently. Although the dynamic changes in the freeway UFPs did not mirror the 

decrease in the in-cabin UFP concentration and particle size that was observed in the stationary 

environment, the comparison of the freeway ambient and in-cabin environments still exhibited a 

strong mitigation of the UFPs in terms of their concentration and particle size. With HEPA B 

filter installation, the particle size-specific reduction improved by approximately one order of 

magnitude. This reduction is similar to the 93% reduction of in-cabin UFP number 

concentrations (previously discussed and shown in Figure 4.6) and occurred for all driving 

environments. 
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Figure 4.9 Size-resolved ultrafine particle number concentration changes in time series contour 
Size-resolved ultrafine particle number concentration contour plots in (a, b) stationary and (c, d) 
freeway conditions for (a, c) ambient and (b, d) in-cabin environments with HEPA B filter time 
series. Color intensity is the normalized particle concentration (dN/dLogDp) in log-scale with 
unit of particle/cm3. 
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Figure 4.10 Simultaneous reduction of the in-cabin ultrafine particles and carbon dioxide 
Simultaneous control of UFPs and CO2 in (a) OA and (b) RC mode I/O, the changes of the UFPs 
(dots) and CO2 (line) I/O ratios in comparison with HEPA B and in-use OEM filters. The 
symbols present the averages of the 1-minute average data from the test vehicle models in 
stationary condition. The shade shows the standard deviations. 
 
 

4.4.6. Simultaneous Control of In-cabin UFPs and CO2  

Installing the HEPA B filters also allows for the simultaneous control of the UFP and CO2 

concentrations in passenger cabins. Figure 4.10 shows the I/O estimates under the stationary 

conditions in this study. Figure 4.10a presents the OA mode results, and Figure 4.10b compares 

the RC mode results for the in-use OEM and HEPA B filters. The plotted data are means, and the 

shades are the standard deviations of all test vehicles in time series. 

As shown in Figure 4.10b, the RC mode is an effective in-cabin UFP control strategy, 

reducing the UFP I/O down to 0.07. However, this approach also imposes the unwanted problem 

of passenger-exhaled CO2 accumulation, as shown in Figure 4.10b. During the same time period 

of RC filtration, the CO2 I/O tripled with 1-2 passengers inside the vehicle cabin. The tripled 

CO2 I/O is equivalent to a concentration from 2,500 to 4,000 ppm on average. Although the 

application of a HEPA filter in RC mode further reduced the in-cabin UFPs more rapidly than the 
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in-use OEM filters, the problem of CO2 accumulation still remained at a similar magnitude (data 

not provided for clarity). Therefore, the current automotive ventilation system with the low 

filtration efficiency of the OEM filters is limited in its ability to control the UFP and CO2 

concentrations simultaneously. 

To solve this problem, this study proactively utilized the OA-mode ventilation system to 

supply OA into the passenger cabin at the same medium fan setting while testing different filters. 

By retrofitting the existing automotive ventilation systems with the HEPA filters, this study 

reports a successful simultaneous control of both the UFP and CO2 concentrations to reduce the 

in-cabin passenger exposures.  

Figure 4.10a presents the time-series of the UFP I/O and CO2 I/O in stationary condition 

with the application of a HEPA B filter in comparison with the application of the in-use OEM 

filter. In OA mode, supplying ambient air maintained the in-cabin CO2 concentration at a low 

level that was slightly higher than the ambient level. Despite the variability of the different 

vehicle models, the proactive use of OA mode led the in-cabin CO2 concentration to stabilize at 

22% (in stationary vehicles with 1-2 passengers) on average higher than the ambient 

concentration. With 2 passengers in local and freeway conditions, the average in-cabin CO2 

concentrations were 69% (i.e., 792 ppm) and 58% (i.e., 746 ppm) higher than the ambient 

concentration (i.e., 470–472 ppm). Table 4.2 provides the concentration data in more detail. 

Simultaneously, the in-cabin UFP concentrations also decreased and I/O stabilized at 

0.07 in the OA mode with HEPA B filter. In comparison to the in-use OEM filter, which recorded 

a UFP I/O of 0.60, the application of the HEPA B filter achieved a substantially lower in-cabin 

UFP I/O. Regardless of the ambient concentration fluctuations in local and freeway conditions, 

the in-cabin UFP concentration exhibited at an order of magnitude lower than the ambient level 
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with HEPA B filter. As shown in Figure 4.10b, for RC mode, the effectiveness of the HEPA B 

filter is also greater than that of the in-use OEM filter.  

 Consequently, application of the in-cabin HEPA filters achieved an average UFP 

reduction of 93% under the field conditions while maintaining a CO2 concentration that was only 

at 635-924 ppm with 2 passengers in local and freeway driving conditions than the ambient 

concentration. This concentration is much less than the CO2 concentration in the RC mode, 

which reached 2,500-4,000 ppm over the same time period. In conclusion, the proactive use of 

the OA mode with an automotive cabin HEPA filtration is a highly desirable control method for 

the simultaneous reduction of in-cabin exposures to UFPs and CO2. 
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5. CONCLUSIONS 

 
Previous epidemiological and toxicological studies have presented strong evidences 

supporting deleterious health effects of UFPs. Despite abundant presence of UFPs in roadway 

environments and less-controlled UFP penetrations to the passenger vehicle cabins, the in-cabin 

micro-environment has been largely overlooked while previous research efforts have primarily 

dedicated to near-freeway, on-roadway, and building indoor environments for the past two 

decades. 

Automotive cabin is a unique micro-environment which requires different approaches 

from the previous building indoor environment studies because of strong aerodynamic effects 

and different mechanical ventilation system in addition to the complexity of on-road UFP 

dynamics. Thereby, the limited empirical or quantitative understating of in-cabin air quality 

restricted to develop effective control of in-cabin air quality to better protect passenger exposures. 

To develop effective in-cabin air quality control strategy, this dissertation aimed to 

identify the infiltration problem and to improve quantitative understanding of in-cabin UFP 

dynamics. Subsequently, this dissertation work proposes the simultaneous control method for in-

cabin UFPs and CO2 with application of an automotive cabin HEPA filter. 

 Investigation of automotive envelope leakage and infiltration found that the aerodynamic 

pressure changes on a moving vehicle envelope enable UFP infiltration. However, the occurrence 

of UFP infiltration resulted dominantly from the leakage at rear trunk rather than the side doors 

regardless of ventilation settings, driving speed, and even vehicle types; whereas, the magnitude 

of the infiltrated portion of UFPs was still dependant upon those three parameters. 

 From quantification of the infiltration, this study proposed in-cabin UFP dynamics 
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model to enable time-series simulation of in-cabin UFP dynamic behavior at any given time, 

driving speed, and ventilation settings. As taking into account two dynamic sub-functions of 

infiltration and passive ventilation with respect to driving speed, this semi-empirical modeling 

study demonstrated the competition of two pressures (i.e., aerodynamic pressure and in-cabin 

pressure driven by mechanical ventilation) to determine the presence of UFP infiltration over a 

wide range of driving speeds. The work also demonstrated dynamic changes of in-cabin UFPs 

due to dynamic contributions of each of the five UFP gain / loss mechanisms: (1) active OA 

ventilation, (2) passive OA ventilation, (3) RC filtration, (4) infiltration, and (5) surface 

deposition. Accordingly, the dynamic changes of in-cabin UFPs were observed primarily because 

of changes in driving speed. 

 In order to control in-cabin UFPs and CO2 accumulation, this study proposed the 

proactive use of OA mode ventilation with an automotive cabin HEPA filter. While maintaining 

low pressure drop of the filter, this method achieved to reduce the in-cabin UFP concentration by 

93% on average under field conditions. In comparison to 41-65% UFP removal by the in-use 

OEM filters, the use of this approach is promising and validated across 12 different vehicle 

models representing diverse vehicle models and types. More importantly, throughout the 

measurements, the in-cabin CO2 concentration remained in the rage of 635-924 ppm, which 

proves a significant reduction from the typical CO2 concentration range of 2500-4000 ppm in RC 

mode for the same period time. This approach also enabled the in-cabin micro environment to be 

more independent of the changes in the driving speed and the fluctuations in the UFP 

concentrations on different roadways. 
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